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1 Executive Summary
This document is Deliverable D3.1 “First Report on Social Future Internet Coordination
Activities” of Work Package 3 “Social Future Internet Coordination Activities” within the ICT
SESERV Project 258138. The report provides the FISE (Future Internet Socio-Economics)
community and the European Commission with the results of co-ordination activities for
the societal aspects of the Future Internet (FI) over the period August 2010 to September
2011. The purpose is to discuss societal issues which affect the development and success
of FI technologies based on the collective thoughts and opinions of social scientists and
technologists working on FI research in EC Challenge 1 and beyond.
The Internet pervades our lives, professionally, commercially and within the context of our
personal and leisure activities. The proliferation of uses and involvement online is hugely
significant for Europe and the rest of the world. The FI Ecosystem is now a complex and
dynamic socio-economic space. There is a significant increase in the diversity of roles, an
increased emphasis on users, and a blurring of roles between major market players. The
concerns of the Internet have moved from structures purely targeting transit and delivery
of data to socio-economic structures supporting exchange of information and knowledge
according to the values of individuals and communities.
There are many societal concerns within the FI ecosystem that emerge as a consequence
of FI R&D efforts. Six concerns are discussed in detail considering technical innovation,
barriers for adoption and future strategies. Topics covered include:
•

Risk Management - Security of Communications: Risk-management with respect to
common infrastructures used for the delivery of services, i.e. clouds and sensor
networks. Distribution of control, responsibility and liability in infrastructures. Access to
risk expertise. Lack of capacity to assess risks.

•

Privacy: Erosion of choice and control due to increasing asymmetry between
consumers and mega providers. Unauthorised reuse of personal data. Complexity of
decision making when accessing services. Fundamental Human Rights.

•

Online Identity: Diverging definitions of identity. Society conceives stable identity but
online identify is inherently dynamic. Relationship between online identity and data.

•

Internet of Things: Tension between public perceptions and the potential of the
technology. Need to engage with ethics and privacy experts.

•

Online Communities: Service providers are dictating how communities interact and
what happens to their data. Communities want to control and define how to maintain
community health.

•

Cloud Computing: Little common understanding of what clouds are. Europe slow to
embrace the full potential of cloud computing, focusing more on concerns rather than
benefits. Playing catch up with regard to business models and regulatory frameworks.

Based on the discussion of societal concerns eight cross-cutting societal priorities for the
FI R&D are presented:
•

1.1. Call for increased transparency (data use and systems)

•

1.2. Call for more user-centricity and control

•

1.3. Continuing need for further multi-disciplinary and cross-sectorial bridging
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•

1.4. Striking balances between outer-poles in debates and design

•

1.5. Facilitating further digital literacy development

•

1.6. Addressing lack of common vocabularies and definitions

•

1.7. Need for clarifying digital rights (including digital choice)

•

1.8. Inviting global regulatory frameworks

The Digital Agenda is summarized and how the FI and societal priorities can address
obstacles of societal relevance. One key result of engaging with the FI community is
identifying that the Digital Agenda is not deeply understood by technologists. There is a
gap between a set of high level policies and incentives that are particularly focused on
infrastructure and complex regulatory processes. It seems that these regulations ignore
some of the citizenship concerns and there is a clear disconnection in this instrument.
From discussions with Challenge 1 projects it appears that not even the ‘stakeholders’ of
the Future Internet are fully aware or even interested in the Digital Agenda. The EU
Commission needs to find the way to design and update a Digital Agenda that answers to
the necessities of a broad spectrum of people and communities (not only the big
organizations, companies or government). For instance, the rural and remote regions, the
non-organized communities and even SMEs seem to be underrepresented in this 2020
policy action.
Since SESERV was conceptualised significant societal, economic and environmental
events continue to pose huge challenges. Economic progress is not delivering an
increased quality of life and new value structures that consider qualitative measures may
be needed to provide incentives for societal behaviour change. Such visions are attractive
but there appears to be no credible and desirable vision for a sustainable future. With the
tension between the common good and private interest (as embodied by the net neutrality
debate) routes to sustainable socio-economic structures that offer trust and opportunity for
all are not clear.
In this context, the goals of SESERV remain highly relevant. Maintaining focus on
assisting technologists in their understanding of the potential broader impacts of FI
technology along with barriers and strategies for adoption through dialogue with social
scientists is increasingly important. The challenges facing society are larger than ever and
the Future Internet will surely be an integral part of possible solutions. However, to realise
the benefits all stakeholders will need to engage in discourse between those that study
and those that build the Future Internet.
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2 Introduction
The relationship between technology and society is complex. It may be tempting to see
technology and society as one and the same1: there is no society without the enabling
technologies that allow us to prosper; and there is no technology without the pull of a
society eager to explore new ways of doing things. This may, however, be an
oversimplification as it largely depends on who we listen to and what they choose to tell us.
Technology constrains what society does by often deliberately limiting the choice of
possible technologies are on offer. However, we need to take some responsibility and
accept that choices are always possible; we must think critically about what technologies
we adopt, rather than accepting them and taking for granted that others can and do make
the choice for us. We really need to look at and consider behaviour patterns, and
encourage interactions between users and technologists to mutually shape future
technology2.
Innovation is largely serendipitous; for maximum benefit, the complex interactions and
even antagonisms between society and the technologists need to be nurtured in a suitable
and enabling environment. In truth, social (what are the pressing needs of users), legal
(what are the norms we expect to be respected) and technical (what is actually possible at
this time) perspectives combine to create the technologies we develop, although even
then we should be aware that how we think and perceive society – our cognitive
awareness – will shape the choices we make3.
The interactions between technologists, society, legislation and regulation are key drivers
in how the Future Internet (FI) and associated applications and services will develop. In
this deliverable we report on the societal aspects of the FI from the perspectives of both
social scientists and technologists involved in EC projects within Challenge 1 responsible
for making the Future Internet a reality.

2.1

Purpose of D3.1

The report provides the FISE community and the EC with the results of co-ordination
activities for the societal aspects of the FI over the period August 2010 to September
2011. The purpose is to discuss societal issues which affect the development and success
of FI technologies based on the collective thoughts and opinions of social scientists and
technologists (See Section 8) working on FI research in EC Challenge 1 and beyond4.
The document aims to bring together the outcomes of engagements with the FI
community. This includes a survey of projects, Future Internet Assembly (FIA) sessions, a
cross-disciplinary SESERV workshop and direct engagement with a selected number of
FP7 projects. Support studies, which highlight both social economic considerations for a
digital Europe, are also considered.

1

Chrysanthi Papoutsi (2011) Break-out session Privacy. SESERV Oxford Workshop, June 2011.
http://www.seserv.org/panel/SESERV_privacy.pdf
2
SESERV Oxford Workshop, June 2011, Debate Will the Design of the Future Internet be driven by Technology or
Societal Concerns http://www.seserv.org/panel/conferences-webcasts#debate
3
Concepts like ‘social’ or ‘users’ are often confusing in a complex multistakeholder system. Throughout this document the
term “user” indicates a matter of perspective in relation to a technology and not a specific stakeholder role (e.g. a
citizen)
4
http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ict/programme/challenge1_en.html
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The goal is to highlight challenges and priorities within the FI ecosystem and to raise
awareness of how these challenges can affect societal challenges posed by the Digital
Agenda.

2.2

Document Scope

This document is Deliverable D3.1 First Report on Social Future Internet Coordination
Activities for the ICT SESERV Project.
Section 3 discusses the societal aspects of the FI ecosystem considering key societal
concerns associated with security, privacy, identity, Internet of Things, online communities
and cloud computing. The Internet landscape is explored, terms (Section 3.1) and the
emerging stakeholders within the FI ecosystem are described (Section 3.2) building on the
Tussle analysis work conducted in SESERV’s economic activities5. The societal concerns,
challenges and potential strategies are discussed (Section 3.3) and a cross-cutting set of
societal priorities for FI research identified (Section 3.4).
Section 4 discusses how the FI community can better address societal obstacles identified
in the Digital Agenda6. The goals and objectives of Digital Agenda are summarized in
Section 4.1 and the related societal obstacles discussed in Section 4.2. The technologists’
perspectives on the Digital Agenda from members of the FI community are presented in
Section 4.3. Finally, Section 5 provides conclusions and Section 6 explores future thoughts
for society and the Future Internet.

2.3

Methodology

The SESERV project aims to facilitate discussion and debate between those who study
and those who build the Internet. The goal is to increase awareness of socio-economic
concerns within the FI community and to help all understand the potential of emerging
technologies. The thoughts and opinions from the community have been gained through a
variety of sources.
•

Survey of FI Projects7: to understand the interests and perceived importance of
societal concerns of the Future Internet community an online survey was conducted
with Challenge 1 of which there were 34 responses. The responses from the projects
were grouped by Challenge 1 objective to establish common interest within a given
area of research. This was used to guide discussion at workshops and to identify areas
that require further investigation.

5

Kalogiros, C., Courcoubetis, C., Stamoulis, G.D., Boniface, M., Meyer, E.T., Bourse, D., Stiller, B. (2011). An Approach
to Investigating Socio-economic Tussles Arising from Building the Future Internet. In 2011 Future Internet Assembly.
Springer.
6
The European Commission (2010-2020) The Digital Agenda http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/digitalagenda/index_en.htm
7
M Boniface, J B Pickering, E Meyer, C Cobo, A-M Oostveen (2011) Initial SESERV Survey Results (May - 11) Challenge
1 Projects Socio-Economic Priorities http://www.scribd.com/doc/55350692/SESERV-Survey-Results-May11
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Figure 1: Structure of SESERV’s societal coordination activities and report
•

FIA Sessions8: SESERV has organized two FIA sessions during the 1st year of the
project on Information as an Economic Good and the Economics of Privacy. Although
each session had an economic focus the societal aspects of moving towards qualitative
value and privacy rights have direct relevance to this report.

•

SESERV Workshop9: The SESERV workshop “Building the Future Internet: the Social
Nature of Technical Choices” brought together interested parties from FP7 projects and
academia, including keynote speeches from social scientists and the European
Commission (EC). Given its breadth, it may be viewed as a microcosm of the relevant
players across societally targeted FI activities. As such, this deliverable draws together
the main social themes from this event. The agenda was based on the results of the
online survey to identify those specific topics which participants would most like to
discuss and revealed some gaps in focus from technologists in respect of the
intentions of the Digital Agenda for the projects surveyed. To go into more depth on
topics six breakout sessions were organized and specific interviews with project
participants conducted.

•

Direct Project Engagement10: A selected set of projects with societal concerns were
critically reviewed to identify what technology is being produced and its impact on the
FI ecosystem. Risks and opportunities with regard to the Digital Agenda and the Social
Impact studies17 were assessed. A view of the main stakeholders and the value

8

SESERV D1.1 First Year Report on Conference Session http://www.scribd.com/doc/62317438/D1-1-First-Year-Reporton-Conference-Session
9
Building the Future Internet: the Social Nature of Technical Choices http://www.seserv.org/fiseconversation/seservworkshopbuildingthefutureinternetthesocialnatureoftechnicalchoices; see also
http://www.seserv.org/panel for session summaries and video-casts.
10
See Appendix I for an analysis of projects
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relationships were analysed, along with any specific links between the projects and the
views expressed by participants and project partners during the SESERV workshop.
The overall conceptual model for this report is shown in Figure 1. The report considers
four key elements and relationships between them:
•

FI Ecosystem: the stakeholders within the Future Internet and their relationships
organized considering value creation, value flows, stakeholder concerns and tussles

•

Societal Priorities: important real-world themes within society influenced by
technology within the FI ecosystem

•

Digital Agenda: policy initiative from the EC that defines the strategy for ICT research
and development targeting future growth and development of Europe.

•

Projects: projects funded by EC within Challenge 1 to develop Future Internet
technologies

The Macro Level encompasses both the creation of the overall strategy at the start of the
cycle, as well as societal trends in technology adoption, once it is being used. Usage
informs, or should inform, strategic direction setting. The Micro Level includes technology
development (such as the ICT projects funded by the EC) in response to the strategy and
policies laid out at the macro level. Technologies are adopted and used within the FI
ecosystem by business and society which directly influences societal outcomes.

3 The FI Ecosystem – A Societal Perspective
The Internet cuts across all aspects of our lives, professionally and commercially as well
as in our personal and leisure activities. It is important to be online to take advantage of
cheaper sales (e.g., economics of scale offered by clouds), in some cases to be allowed to
travel (e.g., US immigration now directs visa applicants to an online service), and to keep
up with friends and family in remote locations through social networking sites. Moving
forward, the Future Internet will be vital in supporting society even more broadly as usage
increases beyond simple message exchange and ecommerce to a wide variety of new
applications. Given its relevance, then, it is not surprising to see significant global research
and development focused on the Internet.
As we move into the future, there are fundamental questions that are being raised. Will, for
instance, the infrastructure be sufficient to support projections about increased traffic (see
Table 1)? How will users access services, given that mobile devices are becoming ever
more powerful? And will all those who want to get online be able to?11
Questions of technology, including infrastructure, need to be seen though in the context of
the proliferation of social engagement online (e.g., The Arab Spring, especially events in
Tunisia and Egypt). Social networking activities began as a means to keep in contact with
friends and family, but have now become an environment for commercial activity12 as well

11

Dutton, W.H., Dopatka, A., Law, G. and Nash, V. (2011) Freedom of connection, freedom of expression: the changing
legal and regulatory ecology shaping the Internet. Report for UNESCO.http://www.unesco.org/new/en/communicationand-information/resources/publications-and-communication-materials/publications/full-list/freedom-of-connectionfreedom-of-expression-the-changing-legal-and-regulatory-ecology-shaping-the-internet/
12
The SocIoS Project (2011) D6.5 Legal requirements and ethical issues (see
http://www.sociosproject.eu/Downloads/Deliverables/tabid/119/language/en-GB/Default.aspx)
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as political engagement13, and in some cases a forum for the exchange of privately
created content14. Indeed, social networking site (SNS) participation is already far in
excess worldwide than the predicted online population for all 27 EU member states to
2014 (see Table 2).
In the following sections, we consider in some detail the extent of Internet participation,
before moving on to examine the FI ecosystem in terms of stakeholders, concerns,
challenges and research priorities.

3.1

The Internet and Society

Any report that tries to predict future trends for the Internet or technology paints a picture
that is complicated at the very least15,16,17. The growth of interconnections between
applications and technology has always created, and continues to create, an increasing
interdependence between societal development and events. Society and technology are
intertwined to a degree that it is sometimes difficult to separate the two conceptually.
Technological determinists believe that technology independently causes change in
society, while constructivists believe that all technology is socially constructed and only
gains power through the meanings attached to it by human actors. Most academic
disciplines (including social informatics and science & technology studies) now understand
the relationship to be a blend of technological forces and social shaping, but the
technological determinist view is still widespread in public use. Thus, the debate continues
on whether the FI will be driven by society or technology18, when in reality it will certainly
be a blend of both, and each will encompass many individual factors as well. What is clear
is that the Internet has emergent properties that allow certain events to occur irrespective
of technological design. For example, consider SNS and the recent Arab Spring27. By most
accounts, SNS technologies were a key factor allowing the protesters to coordinate and
communicate. A technology once used for simple communication between friends, families
and colleagues was in this case used to promote certain ideologies, including democracy,
freedom of speech and the need for social change. We cannot, however, simply conclude
that the Arab Spring was caused by technology. The technology probably enabled the
events to occur, and almost certainly enhanced the ability of the protesters to succeed in
their goals, but we cannot conclude that without technology, the events of early 2011 in the
Middle East would not have happened at all. They may still have occurred in a different
form, or they may have been less successful, but we can’t know that for certain. In a
recent study on the Social Impact of ICT17, van Dijk argued that most ICT developments
over the last 25 years have not created social trends as much as amplified already existing
trends, and that some technological developments (such as the Internet) have been more
defining than others. There is every expectation that Future Internet technologies will

13

The WEGOV Project (2010) D5.1 Scenario definition, advisory board and legal/ethical review http://www.wegovproject.eu/index.php?option=com_processes&task=listDocuments&id=11&s=1&Itemid=14
14
The TA2 Project (2008) D2.1 Design and Market Insights http://www.ta2-project.eu/deliverables/TA2_D21_DesignMarket-insights-final.pdf
15
http://www.nowandnext.com/PDF/trends_and_technology_timeline_2010.pdf
16
C Blackman, I Brown, J Cave, S Forge, S Forge, K Guevara, L Srivastava, M Tsuchiya, R Popper (2010) Towards a
Future Internet (http://www.internetfutures.eu/)
17
The European Commission (2010) Study on the Social Impact of ICT (D7.1)
http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/eeurope/i2010/docs/eda/social_impact_of_ict.pdf
18
SESERV Oxford Workshop, June 2011, Debate Will the Design of the Future Internet be driven by Technology or
Societal Concerns http://www.seserv.org/panel/conferences-webcasts#debate
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continue this role as trend amplifiers which define and enable evolutionary, rather than
revolutionary change.
The proliferation of uses and involvement online is significant for Europe, and the rest of
the world. In a recent report from the FI3P project we can see how critical the Internet is to
Europe. Table 1 summarizes recent data and estimates concerning the penetration of the
Internet in Europe19,20. Across the 27 member states, just over 65 per cent of the
population are online in some guise, a figure predicted to rise to almost three quarters by
2014. The industry itself is worth around 150 thousand million Euros, increasing to about
180 thousand million by 2014. Both in terms of user population as well as market value,
the Internet is clearly a significant factor in Europe.
Table 1: Importance of the Internet for the 27 member states of the EU20
2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Internet users
(Million)

301

319

335

350

362

375

Proportion of
population
online

60.4%

63.9%

66.9%

69.6%

71.9%

74.3%

Value of
Internet
Industry
(€000 M)

€122

€136

€147

€157

€168

€179

-

11.8%

7.8%

7.0%

6.6%

6.8%

Growth

For online communities, Table 2 shows recent membership numbers for some of the
biggest SNS’s in the West as well as the BRIC nations21. Worldwide, facebook® is the
most pervasive and reports the largest current membership. The BRIC nations, with the
exception of India, have large, home-grown sites. It is clear from these figures just how
important SNS’s have become as a social infrastructure for networking, social capital,
empowerment and participation. What is more, as recent events both in the UK22 and the
Middle East27 have demonstrated, the use of the Internet and social networks for societal
change cannot be ignored.

19

FI3P (2011) Deliverable 2: The European Internet Industry and Market (http://www.fi3p.eu/publications/)
FI3P (2011) Deliverable 2: The European Internet Industry and Market, Appendices
http://www.fi3p.eu/assets/pdf/FI3P%20D2%20-%20Appendix%20I-II-III.pdf
21
India is not included specifically in the table of results; according to the article cited, Indian SNS membership is mainly
facebook. Home-grown SNS are also common, running alongside the global offerings, though their overall numbers do
not match those cited.
22
Recent rioting and looting following the shooting of Mark Duggan in the UK.
20
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Table 2: Social Networking Site Membership Levels
Social Network Site
MySpace
Twitter
Facebook

2011
>125M
200M
>640M

Ozone (China)

480M

VKontakte (Russia)

110M

Orkut (Brazil)

120M

Source: RIA Novosti 201123

The high incidence of online participation (around 75 per cent by 2014) and significant
numbers subscribing to SNS’s is especially noteworthy. Online communities of all kinds
exist to support leisure and commercial purposes, information sharing and lifelong
learning24,25,26. The empowerment of individuals to publish quickly to large networked
communities means that social use of the Internet goes beyond person-to-person
communication. The issues are now concerned with the right of all individuals to seek,
receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds through the Internet. The Arab Spring
is just one event which suggests that the social uptake of technology extends beyond
leisure and commercial uses to political organisation within the community and other
societal purposes22,27.
What is clear is that the Internet is now a medium that facilitates participatory information
sharing and collaboration in the creation of content, and that many individuals (but still not
the majority) are no longer passive recipients, but also active publishers of information.
This characteristic allows individuals to share critical views and to find objective
information whilst contributes to the discovery of the truth and progress of society as a
whole. The consequence is a changing relationship between the state and the citizen's use
of the Internet through legislature and policy actions such as notice-and-takedown
regimes, censorship, inequality of Internet access and freedom of speech. Recent reports
have examined the impact of policy initiatives such as restriction of Internet content (e.g.,
arbitrary blocking and filtering, criminalisation of legitimate expression, imposition of
intermediary liability), disconnecting users, cyber attacks, privacy protection and the digital
divide. The broad conclusion is that freedom of expression is directly linked to freedom of
connection and that there should be as little restriction as possible to the flow of
information via the Internet, except in a few, exceptional, and limited circumstances
prescribed by international human rights law.
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http://en.rian.ru/infographics/20110228/162792394.html
Dutton, W.H. (2008) “The Wisdom of Collaborative Network Organisations: capturing the Value of Networked
Individuals”, Prometheus, 26:3, 211-230
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Dutton, W.H. (2010) “Capturing the Value of Networked Individuals: Strategies for Citizen Sourcing”, presented at
NETworked Organisations, organized by SINTEF, at Kanonhallen, Oslo, Norway, 10 November 2010
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Yang, L and Lan, G.Z. (2010) “Internet’s impact on expert-citizen interactions in public policymaking – A meta analysis”
Government Information Quarterly 27, 431-441
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http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/2011/jul/07/telecomix-arab-spring
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3.2

Future Internet Stakeholders

In 2009, the Internet Society defined an Internet Ecosystem28. The stakeholders originated
from a traditional infrastructure perspective, with the main portion of the supporting
document describing the responsibilities of the various standardisation bodies involved in
what they refer to as Open Standards Development and Naming and Addressing with
freely accessible processes for Policy Development. However, in recent years, the rapid
convergence of technologies has increased the scope of stakeholder engagement with the
Internet way beyond what was originally envisaged and described by the Internet Society.
The European Future Internet initiative has been at the forefront of such developments
both within the core ICT programme and the FI-PPP initiative29. The former is primarily
focused on B2C scenarios where the latter specifically targets sectors of societal
importance in urban environments such as energy, environment, agriculture, logistics,
transport and content.

Figure 2: The Future Internet Ecosystem
A number of different models have been proposed for who the stakeholders might be
within a Future Internet ecosystem. SESERV deliverable D2.1 “First Report on Economic
Future Internet Coordination Activities” has defined a possible FI ecosystem30. The
ecosystem was created by completing a tussle analysis on a set of Challenge 1 projects.
The proposed ecosystem provides a static classification of stakeholders whose dynamic
characteristics will be explored in more detail during year 2 of the SESERV project. We
see in this new model a significant increase in the diversity of roles, an increased
emphasis on users in addition to previous infrastructure and a blurring of roles between

28

The Internet Society (2010) The Internet Ecosystem http://www.isoc.org/pubpolpillar/docs/internetmodel.pdf
http://www.fi-ppp.eu/
30
SESERV D2.1 “First Report on Economic Future Internet Coordination Activities”
29
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major market players. The concerns of the Internet have moved from structures purely
targeting transit and delivery of data to socio-economic structures supporting exchange of
information and knowledge according to the values of individuals and communities.
This view is confirmed by the FI3P31 project which has defined the Internet actors in terms
of two domains: the Internet IT/Networks Industry and the emerging Web Ecosystem
(Figure 3). The model considers not only the providers of the infrastructure (the bottom
layers), but also those providing services on that infrastructure and the business and
private consumers making use of those services. From the FI3P perspective, the
traditional actors in the Internet space are the infrastructure providers. These need to be
contrasted with the emerging actors they see: namely, the application service providers
and the consumers of those services. The focus here is therefore very much on the
exploitation of the network infrastructure by both providers and consumers.

Figure 3: Internet Actors from the FI3P19
Of course, no single research project can address all stakeholders; even the FI-PPP has
its limits in terms of application areas and technical scope. Some are specific (e.g., social
networking for eGovernment) and others targeting key stakeholders supporting value
creation within the ecosystem have a broader impact (e.g., infrastructure providers).
Examining a set of projects we can see how various stakeholders concerns are addressed
(See Table 3).
Table 3: Projects and Stakeholders Interests
Project

LAWA

SENSEI

Smart
Santander

Social nets

SocIoS

TA2

WeGOV

Policy Makers
Investor

31

Commission

Administration
Authorities;
Commission

Commission

FI-PPP and FI3P are used interchangeably in this document.
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Project

LAWA

SENSEI

Regulators

Policy Makers

Smart
Santander

Social nets

SocIoS

Administration
Authorities

TA2

WeGOV

Regulators

Legislature

Provider
Infrastructure
Providers

Information
Providers

Project
(purpose
=ALL)

SNS (purpose
=
Environment);

Open Social
(purpose =
Technology)

Infra.
Providers
(purpose =
Environme
nt)

Cloud providers
(purpose =
Environment)

Internet
Developers
(purpose =
Technology);

Service
developers
(purpose =
Technology)

Developers
(purpose =
Technology)

SNS (purpose =
Environment;
=Access);

Pervasive
technologies
(purpose =
Technology);

Project
(purpose =
Access);

Technologi
sts
(purpose =
Technolog
y)

Wireless
Providers
(purpose =
Environment);

Infra.
Providers
(purpose =
Environment);

Project
(purpose =
Environment;
Access)

Project
(purpose =
Access)

Service
Providers
(purpose =
Access);
Pervasive
technologies
(purpose =
Technology)

SNS
(purpose =
Environment
)

Service
Providers
(purpose =
Access)

Content
Owners

3rd Party
Services
(purpose =
Technology)

Project
(purpose =
Access);

Project (purpose
= Access; =
Technology)

Project
(purpose =
Access)
Online
Communities
(function
=Information)

Content
Providers
(function
=Informatio
n)

Online
Communitie
s (function
=Information
; =Personal)

Families
(purpose =
Entertainm
ent;
=Personal)

Project (purpose
=Information;
=Personal)

Research
bodies (rôle =
Commercial)

Technologi
sts
(rôle
=Scientist)

End-Users (rôle =
Government)

Families
(rôle
=Participa
nt)

Citizens
(rôle
=Participant)

Consumer
Research
Projects

Users

3.3

Internet
Researcher
; Research
Communitie
s (rôle =
Scientist)
End
Users
(rôle
=Participant)

Internet
Researchers
(rôle =ALL)

Sociologists
(rôle
=Scientist)

End
Users
(rôle
=Participant)

Online
Communities
(rôle=
Participant)

Societal Concerns and Challenges

There are many societal concerns that emerge as a consequence of FI research and
development within projects. Defining a set of concerns that relate directly to the FI
ecosystem, rather than more general societal concepts, is essential for engaging
Challenge 1 projects in discussion and debate. Recent reports, Social Impact of ICT
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Studies17 and Towards a Future Internet32, were used to identify key societal concerns (via
content analysis of both documents) for the FI that raise significant technical, commercial
and regulatory challenges:
•

Regulation of the Internet

•

Privacy and data protection, including user data, file-sharing control, selling of personal
information, etc.

•

Online Identity, including anonymity, digital presence, rights to delete information, etc.

•

Security of communications, including legal implications

•

Cloud computing, including the risks and benefits of virtual access to information, etc

•

Green Internet issues, including reducing the carbon footprint of the ICT sector, ewaste, etc

•

Content regulation, including copyright, licences, open access, etc

•

E-democracy, including transparency, open government data, empowered citizenship,
services to citizens, etc

•

Digital citizenship, including individual and corporate rights and responsibilities, etc

•

Digital inclusion, including access and use of Internet by vulnerable populations, etc

•

Trust, including risk drivers, actors at risk, risk management, etc

•

Online communities, including social networks, virtual relationships, etc

•

Internet of things, and the connections between people and devices

•

Relationships between consumers and suppliers online

•

Distributed knowledge production, including e-science, e-learning, etc

•

Cybercrime and Cyberlaw, including phishing, cracking, cyberterrorism, etc

These concerns were reduced to a small set of topics related to the interests of Challenge
1 projects33. The following sections present the outcomes of discussions with community
members. Each of the following sections was drawn from conversations among technology
developers and socio-economic experts, primarily facilitated during the breakout sessions
and interviews at the Oxford SESERV workshop held in June 2011. The boxed quotations
summarize salient points on each topic that arose from these breakout sessions.
3.3.1 Risk Management - Security of Communications
Is there really a difference between “security”, “online identity” and “privacy”? Security of
communications is not about privacy or data protection and management in the face of
any new invasion of privacy, nor about forms of identity and anonymity in the context of
digital presence. Instead, this is about managing the risks to business efficiency and

32

C Blackman, I Brown, J Cave, S Forge, S Forge, K Guevara, L Srivastava, M Tsuchiya, R Popper (2010) Towards a
Future Internet (http://www.internetfutures.eu/)
33
M Boniface, J B Pickering, E Meyer, C Cobo, A-M Oostveen (2011) Initial SESERV Survey Results (May - 11)
Challenge 1 Projects Socio-Economic Priorities http://www.scribd.com/doc/55350692/SESERV-Survey-Results-May11
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effectiveness, to both critical and non-critical infrastructures, to financial stability, and to
personal security and trust. Security in this context, therefore, is about risk management.
Cloud computing is a fundamental component within the FI Ecosystem. While cloud
computing could provide access to great resources, clouds raise concerns about the risks
they could put users and societies under. Clouds provide their customers with instant
access to large-scale data storage and processing facilities. But what type of risks do
clouds pose to society, to individuals and to businesses? Consider, for instance, just two
questions:
•

What if cloud providers or their customers were malicious? For instance, because they
have been compromised by criminals, they are criminals or they don’t care about some
potential threats?

•

What are the possible threats? DDoS attack using a public cloud (possibly procured
using stolen credit card details), the mobile (in IP space) casino, child pornography site,
phishing site, etc. For instance, someone renting a cloud with a stolen credit card, or
using a cloud to create a virtual casino to evade taxation. Can pornography or phishing
sites be moved around using clouds?

Another example of potential security risks within the FI Ecosystem is sensor networks.
They can be used in services that expand from traffic management and health warnings to
advice on the best routes for cyclists. Reusable sensor networks can enable applications
such as pollution monitoring and environmental management, public safety and
emergency response management, traffic monitoring and optimization, etc. However, what
if a malicious agent could spoof the sensor data? What are the possible threats? For
example, a farmer corrupts humidity sensors to increase the irrigation of his fields, retail
hackers fake a traffic jam to divert customers from a rival store, a terrorist corrupts
humidity sensors to reduce irrigation and kill crops. These are all security threats (as
opposed to privacy or identity issues). So how can we block these potential abuses?
For cloud computing there are significant non-technical questions, issues and challenges.
Who is (or should be) responsible for meeting the security threats of clouds? The operator
of the cloud or the sensor network? The
developer of applications that access and use
them? The customer for those applications?
“Risk-management with respect to
The bystanders affected by them (e.g., the
common infrastructures used for
victims)? Social or governmental agents (e.g.,
the delivery of services, i.e. clouds
police, social networks)?
and sensor networks. Distribution
And in such cases, how can responsibility be
of control, responsibility and
attributed? Do you impose responsibility by
liability in infrastructures. Access
regulation, or self-regulation or market
to risk expertise. Lack of capacity
forces? There is no easy way. There are
to assess risks”
major concerns of what could happen if you
impose responsibility to protect from security
risks. One extreme scenario could be that the
cloud provider becomes the key party responsible for the cloud. This could have serious
implications for the degree of freedom users could have. In contrast, the implications of not
having any regulation could lead to risks of outlawing part of the innovation. Will the
responsibility and potential liability deter anyone from offering innovative Future Internet
services? Will the potential impact lead society to outlaw them?
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There are no easy and general solutions. But starting with getting all parties involved
together and bringing them to understand the risks involved is the first step.
The first question is: who should be responsible for providing countermeasures in
case the clouds are being misused?
•

Option 1 (users): Consider a case wherein attackers succeed in convincing a
population of users to install malware; the attack in such cases can be scaled up very
quickly. Does that mean people must have the equivalent of a driving licence before
using a cloud? If we needed a licence for owning a PC, that would have stopped the
PC market, but now what do we do with owning a cloud given the risks involved? User
ability can vary, and there could be so many ways into a cloud or a sensor network.
Most of the protective measures would simply be to inform users of the precautions
they should be taking. But because there are so many ways, some attacks would
always work.

•

Option 2 (Infrastructure providers): Another scenario is to ask infrastructure providers
isolate the cloud from suspected users. If the cloud provider has a hacker or password
cracker, can the cloud provider take responsibility to prevent the attack from
happening? If for instance, one user is suddenly using the cloud very strangely and it
turns out a hacker is using stolen credit details. The cloud provider, in principle, could
detect abnormality; but should they be responsible for protecting the user? The cloud
provider has to make that choice for the user.

Another important question is: does the cloud provider want to have any responsibility
for what they do?
The issue of variations of legal measures between countries is of particular importance. In
Italy, for instance, the law puts liability on the service provider of YouTube and Google.
You would have the same problem with clouds. If the service providers are not using
measures in line with the laws of the countries they are operating in, this may discourage
them working together in that country. At the moment no cloud providers explicitly accept
responsibility.
It is difficult to discuss security risks appropriately without a scenario. Perhaps we should
start with an assumption that sensors have been mis-configured on purpose, then we can
deduce a number of consequences and scenarios. Technically it is possible to detect a
cloud abnormality but it is not that straightforward. The outbound and inbound traffic may
have statistical information that can ensure that the user is not behaving differently
compared with the past. In such a case, it would be possible for cloud providers to use the
‘credit limit’ of the user as a way to stop any abnormal behaviour. However, it would not be
possible to detect the scale (except for password cracking). But what if users do not have
much history with the provider? Indeed, typically, if someone wanted to do something
wrong with the cloud, they would not be planning to stay for long - they would quickly do
something to the system, then move out. So how can we address these behavioural
differences technically?
The issue of protecting the data is another challenge. When we look at the security
challenges, we are – by default – getting into the problem of data protection. If we cannot
protect the data how can we guarantee that the services can be protected? Moreover, the
infrastructure provider might have a mechanism for detecting a micro hotspot, to detect
when something is “hot” (e.g., a data fusion system); but then someone could use the data
from this network to advise a GP on what to expect at their surgery the following morning.
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It brings a new challenge, namely how the data can impact others - or conversely - how
sensor corruption risks should be managed.
Security can be addressed via technical requirements, but the more difficult, emerging
challenges are socio-economic: how does it affect the obligations of those who didn’t
expect to be supporting these services? Example: in India, there are sensing networks that
measure humidity in fields. If you were a farmer would you be able to use this and would it
increase your crops? It really depends on whether you will use it for agriculture, finance, or
other purposes. And what if someone goes and changes something? How will it affect the
farmer’s business? One suggested solution is having multiple sensors to avoid
misinterpretation via a single sensor (e.g., if one gets attacked, the effect will be cancelled
out over the total number). But the economic implication is important to consider. Having
one hundred sensors is more costly than having just one. We also have to have a number
of different monitoring points.
Access risk expertise and managing risk are essential. The cloud provider has a team of
security analysts or information security analysts, and large corporations employ large
defence companies. You have to have a team of legal, security and technical experts. If
you are developing the technology, you ought to be the expert already. However, not
everyone has access to risk experts or to cope with security threats. Most medium and
small scale companies cannot afford to hire technical risk analysts (on top of lawyers and
other experts). Similarly, home users just trust the information they are given. These users
would be unlikely to hire a technical expert to analyze the risk situation at home. What
should they do? Should they just trust the information they get?
Another issue is the lack of manpower to handle all monitored detections. The example
of Swiss banks and money laundering detection was given as similar to cloud fraud
detection. The bank created a system for detecting potential money laundering fraud.
Within the first few days, thousands of cases were detected by the system but nobody had
the resource to look at them. The speed and volume of data can cause a challenge to
manage.
The issue of providing technical advice as part of the service provision of clouds is also
important. Swisscom offered a security package for a fee to its customers, to which many
people subscribed. But users ended up getting nothing but software updates to ensure
security. For some kinds of stakeholder, it might be enough just to have an add-on security
feature. But for bigger operations like companies or universities, getting technical expertise
from the service provider would be difficult.
There are various strategies to bridge the gap and provide potential solutions:
•

Policy makers: change the regulatory framework: One possible strategy is to allow
policy makers to anticipate what could go wrong and analyze frameworks of detection.
This is the same as bank systems detecting money laundering. It would only work if
you have a mechanism for anomaly detection. But there are certain issues worth
considering:
o Where there is a risk, could one impose an obligation on (say) infrastructure
providers – similar to Anti-Money Laundering regulations?


The problem with legislation as a solution is that cloud providers might not
operate in the specific country, and different countries have different laws. Also
even though they have to comply with existing EU legislation on handling
storage, privacy etc, the nature of the cloud brings new risks.
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Many SMEs are thinking to move their regular ICT needs into a cloud. For a
smaller company it might be better NOT to have many policies and regulations.
Often regulations lag some five years behind technology invention.



You could regulate, but on the other hand, you have got to deal with the
possibility that it might be going on all the time. And you should be ready for the
risks, and that this could create a huge amount of work.



You can make service providers manage the risks. Customers need to trust the
infrastructure provider, but if users feel they are closely monitored, they might
not feel comfortable with the service. We have to be careful about what can or
can be detected.

o We need to keep up with the technical developments (and monitoring it) but not be
ahead of it. And we need to avoid creating new problems or unexpected side effects
by technology. Like in the case of the Swiss bank attempt to detect money
laundering cases, the system showed thousands of small cases that they did not
have the capacity to monitor.
•

Security Agencies: or forums like the Cloud Security Alliance34
o One solution could be to engage technical and legal analysts to understand risks
and assess new risks. We can only address risks within the current framework –
assessing new risks is always harder. Also, not everyone has access to risk
experts. You need more than just a lawyer, you also need someone who can
understand the technical aspect of it.
o Technical assistance from service providers could be another solution, but would it
be enough? Currently, the most that could be provided is a set of best practices and
guidelines to be shared with users.

•

Market Forces: will customers reject services that are bad for society?
o One possible solution would be to leave the security to the market: customers may
not use services that they find too risky. But the laissez-faire of a total free market
style, like what happened with the financial crisis, cannot be enough to manage
security risks. There should be some regulation and rules informing the market.
One simple approach could be to force cloud service providers to publish statistics
about the health of their activities and their monthly attacks. On that basis, it could
be checked by a government authority or a third party.

34



Would providers publish data on this (or could they be forced to)? Incentives
could also be given to service providers to publish health reports periodically.



But since security is very sensitive information, service providers might not be
willing to reveal those data so as not to lose customers (in much the same way
as banks would hide cases of money laundering through their institution). We
therefore need metrics for comparison of ‘trustworthiness’ and of the anti-risk
health. They must be publically available to allow users to compare across
service providers.



Some auditing standards must also be established, to ensure that what service
providers publish is credible.

https://cloudsecurityalliance.org
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It is also possible to allow a community of users – who are not the police or
regulators or individual customers
but networks with common interests to help work together to monitor
“Erosion of choice and control due
services and improve the cloud
to increasing asymmetry between
systems. This is through enabling
consumers and mega providers.
platforms for peer to peer interaction.
Unauthorised reuse of personal
 Are there any risk analysis models
data. Complexity of decision
that cloud operators use? Service
making when accessing services.
providers probably have some but
Fundamental Human Rights”
they must also look at the integrity of
their network – and what it can do.
You can analyze their risks for them,
but as soon as you do that, you expand your scope and add to your cost of
analysis.
3.3.2 Privacy
As the Internet becomes more integral to the way we live our daily lives, end users are
becoming increasingly aware of the dangers of making too much information available
publicly. People’s careers and personal lives can be severely affected if they do not
consider carefully what information (including multimedia – photos, videos etc.) they make
available about themselves in cyberspace. Certainly there is a trend towards increased
privacy awareness, although attitudes towards privacy are changing significantly – for
many, the level of privacy concern is decreasing. This raises some interesting questions
about the role of privacy-enhancing technologies and privacy-related research in the
future.
The low-point for privacy was reached in the first decade of the millennium. The
enthusiasm of citizens for Internet applications (Web search, Web publishing, social
networking, etc), combined with a neglect for basic security by the application operators
led to a free for all. The abuses at this point fell into two main classes:
•

Citizens found that information about their activities in one context (e.g., social life) was
publicly accessible and could be used against them in another (e.g., professional life);

•

Citizens found that even information that was supposedly confidential (e.g., between
themselves and the service provider) or restricted (e.g., to a select group of friends)
could be viewed and passed on by others.

Uncovering supposedly confidential data involved some modest effort, so typically the
victims of confidential data disclosure were persons of some notoriety. For most users, the
main concern was the extent to which they were making information public. People are
now addressing this concern by allowing less of their content to be published for anyone to
see. This improvement in general awareness will make Future Internet applications safer
(e.g., customers and regulators will demand that smart grids and location-aware services
protect user privacy).
However, while the low point may have been passed, privacy is still heavily compromised
by a lack of deeper awareness as much as by technical or cost issues. Users supply huge
amounts of personal information to service providers with every post, query or click in
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applications like Google Search, facebook, Twitter. The providers of these services exploit
this content in a wide variety of ways:
•

to attract a larger audience share, many of whom will themselves become users;

•

to classify users based on their personal data (profiles and traces), allowing personal
characteristics to be extracted and used to ‘improve’ the service;

•

to classify and index data (including personal data relating to other users), allowing the
service to be further enhanced;

•

to provide information to other organizations including businesses and governments,
for payment and/or to meet legal obligations.

The most successful service providers are now among the largest and most profitable
businesses on the planet. Yet they typically accept no responsibility for user-generated
content, leaving the users to bear any consequent liabilities35. Users can publish sensitive,
sometimes scandalous information about third parties or each other, which is propagated
freely by the service provider, often attracting large audiences. The victims have no
protection and very limited recourse. They can ask the service provider to remove the
offending content (after the damage is done), or they can sue the user who posted it (if the
service provider reveals their real identity, and that user is under a jurisdiction to which the
victim has access).
Citizens do benefit from this exchange, because they can use search technology, social
networks and so forth without charge. But the relationship between citizens and service
providers is highly asymmetric, and the resulting loss of privacy for users and bystanders
is profound.
The trends are towards an increase in asymmetry as service providers improve their
exploitation and find new opportunities to capture personal data from their users. Personal
data is increasingly available to the service provider and (if it serves their purpose) other
users, commercial customers and government agencies. Freedom of choice is being
eroded as the services provided (Web searches, online shopping, etc) are increasingly
filtered based on the provider’s analysis of user preferences. The risks from widespread
disclosure should the provider be hacked or forced by government agencies to release
information are growing ever greater. European privacy regulations provide little protection
due to technical and jurisdictional limitations and, if anything, just make it harder for
European service providers to innovate and compete in a global market.
Privacy clearly goes hand-in-hand with issues of security and trust. It is reasonable,
therefore, to expect appropriate technical and procedural protection in support of users
once they are online. To some degree, users may have unrealistic and exaggerated
expectations of such technical provision for privacy. However, it is equally true that users
are able themselves to make appropriate judgement about suitable protection and data
management. It is probably not always appropriate or necessary for the blanket application
of regulation. Instead, viewing how users behave and wish to behave may help determine
what is really required.
In terms of potential solutions and strategies researchers need to be working towards the
following vision:

35

Though this is not always the case. Italian law puts the onus on the service provider; cf. Section 3.3.1, p23.
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•

Compliance with European privacy regulations by European service providers is highly
valued by European (and other) citizens. European notions of privacy and associated
regulation provide opportunities for European service providers, rather than holding
them back.

•

Users retain control over their data, not merely telling the service provider how public to
make it, but also controlling access by the service provider itself. The most confidential
data is held on user-controlled devices on the cloud edge. Service providers can
access it in specific ways, using secure computation to minimize their access to the raw
data.

•

The relationship between European citizens and service providers is a balanced one.
In particular, service providers cannot derive business (not limited to financial) benefit
from user-generated and personal data capture and processing, yet avoid any
responsibility for the consequences.

•

Victims of malicious publication have far more options than before. The primary
beneficiary (the service provider) has a greater level of responsibility. The source of
malicious data is accountable even if not traceable, and subject to community
sanctions such as temporary loss of
service. The malicious publication can
also be deleted from the Future
“Diverging definitions of identity.
Internet, even if propagated to other
Society conceives stable identity
service providers.
but online identify is inherently
• The European concept of privacy has
dynamic. Relationship between
evolved to provide a more robust
online identity and data.”
framework of rights and obligations.
This provides more effective protection
of human rights, yet it also supports
rather than inhibits technical and commercial innovation by compliant (including all
European) service providers.

3.3.3 Online Identity
Online identify has moved beyond just the technologies, devices, applications or technical
challenges. The concern today has switched to the more fundamental question of how
identity is to be understood within the context of (user) interactions in different sociotechnical environments. Online identity is closely and inextricably related to issues and
relationships between data, privacy and rights (including, though not limited to, digital
rights).
Rather than being closely related to specific technologies, devices or applications,
questions of identity are here framed as a series of interactions in multiplex socio-technical
systems. In an online context, identity as a theoretical construct is closely related to
questions of data, privacy and rights (including, but not limited to digital rights). It thus
becomes necessary to address and determine the relationships between data (all
data/private data) and identity.
Identity is not easy to define, and current definitions are diverging. There is a need for the
development of common definitions, and vocabularies enabling a multidisciplinary
discussion of identity. Society conceives identity as stable: identity in terms such as
surname and passport, etc. is conceived as being stable predominantly by society/policyVersion 1.5
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makers and in societal contexts. Yet, in scholarly discourses and research on identity,
identity is often characterised as inherently dynamic. In addition, individuals might very well
experience their identity/-ies as dynamic. This clash between the two opposing stances is
currently not sufficiently addressed.
A number of socio-technical challenges exist:
•

Developing tools for managing online identity, including multi-scale filtering of content is
important. End-users could benefit from having a set of tools assisting the
management of their online identities across platforms. As applications are increasingly
bridged and interwoven, users need assistance in understanding the implications of
this on the sharing of their data, and identity/-ies. Designing tools that enable multiscale filtering of content by users, e.g., by giving more control of which date/information
is accessible to whom, is an immediate challenge to be addressed.

•

Acknowledging and managing identifying features of large-scale data. In an
online/networked environment, users leave digital footprints behind. These footprints
are data that can be harnessed or misused by third parties. In addition hereto, more
sophisticated methods for analysing large-scale data from, e.g., achieved system logs,
mobile phone usage, and online actions by users, make is possible to identify
individuals based on their preferences, patterns and social networks. This places an
increased onus on developers, legislators, third parties and researchers to address and
communicate the degree to which data reveal identity. Moreover, it poses the
challenge of finding ways to anonymize individuals (data and identity).

•

Determining acceptable levels of anonymity online, and designing systems supporting
these. As anonymity cannot really be guaranteed online currently, single users can
(with some effort) always be identified. It is important to determine which levels of
anonymity should be allowed under which circumstances and contexts. Also, there is a
need to address whether anonymity should form part of a more general set of digital
rights. In extension of this, a challenge is to develop features that will allow for
increasing levels of transparency for end-users. Individual users should be made
aware of the level of, or lack of, anonymity given that systems allow for.

There are various strategies to bridge the gap and provide potential solutions:
•

Facilitating further formal and informal digital literacy education, which can equip users
with more sophisticated tools for managing and understanding identity in online and
hybrid contexts.

•

Develop initiatives that raise awareness of issues related to identity management in the
21st century.
•
“Tension between public
perceptions and the potential of
the technology. Need to engage
with ethics and privacy experts.”

Fund interdisciplinary research that can
inform discussions on what constitutes
identity, and how these can be translated
into socio-technical system features.
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3.3.4 Internet of Things (IoT)
There is a general issue about the definition of IoT technologies. Basically, existing
technology is undergoing constant update and enhancement with onboard “intelligence”.
At the very least, the IoT can be thought of as including all manner of mobile devices,
including telephones, PDAs and sensors, enabling the creation and indexing of intelligent
and exhaustive databases. The key factor for IoT technologies is the enablement of
seamless interaction between different systems; IoT technologies are bringing data
together to create new services.
The IoT has so much promise in terms of taking online technology out to end users as well
as the more traditional aspect of sensors which might automate the surveillance and
management of the more mundane aspects of life (self-regulating food ordering on the
base of fridge monitoring; automated homes; and so forth). But such social benefits may
be outweighed if issues around trust are not resolved. Trust in this context though extends
beyond specific concerns on security and data protection; there is now a definite interest in
involving users in the design and development of ethically-based applications.
The barriers for the adoption of IoT within the FI ecosystem have been identified as:
•

Too abstract definitions: Current definitions are hard to grasp. They are too academic
and do not focus enough on design/application. This is partly due to the lack of
interaction between the actors of these two domains.

•

Lack of vocabulary for multi-device interaction: Multi-device IoT interaction does not
have a well-developed vocabulary, and it is therefore difficult to facilitate efficient and
effective IoT design discussions. Currently, design development is characterised by
'doing' rather than by reflexivity and design discussions.

•

General public perceives IoT as Big Brother enforcement: ‘Smart’ applications tend to
be received with scepticism by the general public. One example is the ‘smart’ bins in
London that were provided with sensors36. These were quickly coined ‘spy’-bins.

•

Technologies framed as having autonomous forces: In popular discourses,
technologies are often being described as independent and intelligent agents acting
autonomously; and people as being ‘affected’ passively. Changing this attitude and the
underlying technologically deterministic view, would help to inform design better.

•

EU's Digital Agenda's influence on IoT innovation/design: The Digital Agenda enforces
a certain amount of transparency and privacy for IoT application end-users. For
designers and IoT business developers, however, it can be experienced as restricting
for new business plans and technology designs. It also affects the global
competitiveness.

The socio-economic challenges for IoT include:
•

36

Moving beyond IoT for domestic uses: IoT technologies are predominantly designed for
domestic purposes; e.g., the interactive ‘intelligent’ Internet fridge. There is a lack of
design and creativity in the domain of IoT. New applications should be implemented in
existing infrastructures to make environments more intelligent; e.g., transport systems;
health applications.

http://www.thisislondon.co.uk/news/article-23409377-smart-wheelie-bins-to-charge-for-waste.do
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•

Making multiplex data compatible: The uptake and uses of new technologies in general
generates vast amounts of data. Individual systems, however, are not able to harness
the data because there is no common agreement on what to do with it. There needs to
be an ‘intermediate’ level of technology, to help understand data on individual system
levels. The challenge is to design tools that can harness data that is being generated
independent of the tool itself.

•

Determining boundaries between public and private data: IoT technologies are blurring
the boundaries between public and private data. One example is the ‘passive’
monitoring of mobile phones: Walking around with mobile phones switched on, users
can be tracked at all times. There is a need for addressing ethical issues around such
data. Where are the boundaries between, e.g., public and private spaces, or public
spaces and consumer goods?

•

Ensuring transparency for end-users: There is a need for ensuring transparency on
data usages by corporate entities. Clear statements of advantages and disadvantages
(e.g., spam risks) of technologies/services are needed. Users/consumers should be
presented with different levels of ‘sign-off’ options.

•

Balancing privacy concerns: While privacy is an obvious concern for IoT applications, it
is necessary to develop an approach that does not result in moral panic. To that end, it
is important to clearly communicate to end-users the implications of using Internet of
Things technologies.

•

Enforcing the right to digital choice: It is vital to provide opportunities for 'offline' access
to services for users who do not use certain technologies; whether this is due to digital
choice, or lack of access to certain technologies. ‘Opting out’ currently penalizes
people, which should not be the case.

•

Developing back-up mechanisms for large-scale system failures/attacks: A major
challenge relates to developing security measures for potential catastrophic failures of
technologies that would affect individuals, businesses, governments, etc. An example
would be a cut-off from the Internet. There is a need for developing adequate offline
back-up mechanisms.

•

Acknowledging and addressing the possibility of unintended results: consequences of
IoT based Socio-technical designs and applications might have unintended outcomes.
An example from the health sector: Some elderly people have sensors implemented in
their homes, measuring levels of moisture. While such sensors can help alert carers,
they might also result in new practices, in which human expertise is replaced by
automated sensor-network data analysis. There is a need for ways of assessing and
analysing unintended design outcomes of IoT technologies affecting the social world.

There are various strategies to bridge the gap and provide potential solutions:
•

Facilitating collaboration between privacy research and engineers. Research in the two
domains seems highly disconnected, despite the obvious parallels. These sources of
expertise should be brought together for the development of IoT.

•

Integrating ethical dimensions as core component of discussions on IoT-'design
potentials'.

•

Ensuring that policy-makers set up frameworks for connecting designers and users;
and help raise awareness.
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“Service providers are dictating
how communities interact and
what happens to their data.
Communities want to control and
define how to maintain community
health.”

•

Inviting users to play a role in the design of
technologies; e.g., by means of market
research.

•

Funding further ethnographical research on
ICT usage in everyday life that can inform
design choices.

•

Bringing ethics and privacy experts into
early stages of design development
phases.

3.3.5 Online Communities
Two-thirds of the world’s Internet population now visits an online community or blogging
site and the sector now accounts for almost 10% of all Internet time. A quarter of a million
users sign up to social networking sites every day worldwide and a third of those who have
a profile on a social network update it daily. Online communities centre on how users
interact with and exploit the range of social networking applications (e.g., government,
leisure and work).
The goal to increase participation and maintain healthiness of online communities through
the use of popular social networking sites is common in most social networks. A critical
success factor (i.e. participation) for social networking providers is to maximise activity,
which is largely achieved irrespective of the purpose of the communication between
individuals. However, the goal to comply with data protection legislation is also equally
valid and as well as necessary is certainly a strict requirement for European providers.
Legal compliance requires providers to accept responsibilities (in respect to purpose) and
individuals need to take certain actions (e.g., consent). So here lies the contradiction.
Privacy compliance, often declared as a way to increase trust, and hence participation, in
effect impedes activity and actually acts as an inhibiter to participation. In reality,
individuals use social networking sites because their perception of risk is considered low
enough for participation. It is the perception of and appetite for risk that dictate levels of
participation, irrespective of associated regulation.
This leads to an interesting challenge for European service providers and research
projects: How to strike the balance between participation and privacy considering desires
to monitor and mine data without violating a citizen’s right to privacy? Architectures that
facilitate communication between individuals regardless of purpose have been important
innovators in the Internet. It is a principle that has contributed to the explosion of Internet
use (the end-point principle) and it is improbable that the successful paradigms of the last
decade, social networking and clouds, would have prospered if they had considered
compliance to the European regulatory environment. Each new paradigm has focused on
promoting the benefits of solutions and opted for weak privacy positions. The try-it-andobserve approach has allowed for a privacy balance to evolve over time as participants
explored their preferences rather than having them analysed in advance by security
experts. Social networking has in fact been a large experiment in people’s appetite for
privacy.
New key technologies relating to online communities can be understood in the context of
the uptake of social technologies such as micro-blogging applications and social network
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sites: An application like Path (for iPhone), for example, introduces the idea of limited
friendship networks based on the Dunbar37 number. Thus, this application is about
enabling users to better control what information is shared with online social networks.
Other key new technologies include the live synchronization of social networking content to
multiple networks, in particular user profiles.
Online Communities highlight the basic dichotomy: is it technology or society which will
shape the ICT future? The answer is clearly that for now at least there is a real need to
back off from technology for technology’s sake and begin to take seriously how
communities are formed and what they do online. This would not only move the focus
towards society and societal behaviours away from technology, but more importantly would
require appropriately skilled cross-disciplinary researchers who would need to examine
and explain what appears to be happening in such communities. Participation and privacy
are critical success factors that underpin healthy and vibrant online communities. It is
essential that Future Internet researchers understand the complexities of participation and
privacy in the design of systems to ensure that technologies are socially, ethically and
legally acceptable.
The socio-economic challenges for online communities include:
•

Developing technologies to support community 'health’: With increased participation in
online communities there is a need for such support, e.g., growth, structure and
maintenance.

•

Enabling the linking of systems while maintaining user control and user-centricity: Usercentric platform-bridging applications with transparent filtering options should be
developed for synchronization of content across platforms and networks. The key
challenge being that users should be able to manage and control their information
sharing easily with the online communities they are part of.

•

Allowing for new communities/structures to drive development: Technologies are not
the only drivers of development for online communities; new types of communities
could be emerging to shape new technologies, just as different community structures
may be required for sharing, or co-creating content. There is a need to balance bottomup and bottom-down technology development.

•

Facilitating better tools for managing online communities: A key challenge is equipping
users with tools for managing and creating smaller community hubs mirroring the
theoretical cognitive limit for social relationships (c.f. Dunbar's number37).
Simultaneously, it is important to raise awareness of the limitations and strengths of
smaller online communities (e.g., less information accessible). In particular, privacy is a
massive concern when sharing information and publishing content online, and
increased numbers of smaller online communities might therefore become a way of
handling privacy issues.

•

Defining a normative framework for technology use: There is a need to define a
normative framework for technology use, which might include strategies for managing
different contexts.

37

The Dunbar number was proposed by Robin Dunbar as a limit on the number of people we are able to maintain active
social relationships with at any one time (see http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/004724849290081J).
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•

Balancing the right “to be forgotten” in the digital sphere: Informed and balanced
discussions on the right to be forgotten (have online content permanently deleted) in
the digital sphere should be facilitated. This right should not necessarily come to
include acts in the public sphere. For example, it might not be right to allow
actors/entities having committed crimes against humanity.

•

Developing a research tool box for understanding online communities: Moral
philosophers and social scientists need a toolbox enabling them to examine and
assess online communities better.

•

Enabling creative uses of applications to influence system development: Users make
innovative and creative use of systems and applications. A future challenge is to
facilitate structures for translating and feeding the creativity of users into the system in
order to improve and develop it further.

There are various strategies to bridge the gap and provide potential solutions:

“Little common understanding of
what clouds are. Europe is slow to
embrace the full potential of cloud
computing, focusing more on
concerns rather than benefits.
Playing catch up with regard to
business models and regulatory
frameworks”

•

Examine the frequency and need for multidisciplinary meetings and conferences,
and possibly fund a larger number of
multi-disciplinary research centres and
departments.

•

Delivering further media literacy education
to help solve problems related to privacy.

•

Initiate research that can generate
knowledge on 'behind the scenes'processes of socio-technical systems, and
user motivation.

• Develop regulatory frameworks that are
consistent and guarantee anonymity (conditionally or dependent on domain, e.g., if
wanting to talk about politically sensitive topics).
3.3.6 Cloud Computing
As energy production benefits from economies of scale when consumers transfer
responsibility of energy production to an electrical grid for centralised production, so those
needing ICT resources benefit from a move away from individual and fixed investment in
local resources to exploiting cloud facilities. Clouds provide economy of scale and optimise
resource use across multiple users and applications. Europe could gain significantly from
new business opportunities afforded by clouds.
The EU, so it is claimed, lags behind the rest of the technology world when it comes to
cloud computing. But there is enormous potential, which should not be lost. Early end-user
engagement is vital in order to help direct investment and design. At the same time, of
course, issues of trust and security cannot be overlooked, and need to be tackled together
with interoperability and portability.
The barriers for the adoption of cloud computing within the FI ecosystem have been
identified as:
•

Lack of global legal framework: The global nature of cloud computing often with
distributed assets indicates a need for some international cooperation and consistency
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in laws across jurisdictions (e.g., data breach/notification). There is scope for
involvement of international organizations on this matter, but it is important to ensure
bottom-up feedback from users as well.
•

Diverging definitions: Definitions of cloud computing vary greatly: some definitions refer
strictly to infrastructure design while other definitions are broad enough to encompass
nearly all online activity. The essence of cloud computing is the ability to provide a
service on top of which users can create their own solutions.

•

EU discourses focus on risk rather than benefits (see section 3.3.1 for more details):
European conversations on cloud computing often focus on concerns and less on
benefits (economic, business, etc.).

•

Slow adoption of new technologies in EU context: EU is at times slow in
adopting/focusing on new technologies; the prolonged focus on grid computing instead
of cloud computing being an apt example.

The socio-economic challenges for cloud computing include:
•

Increasing transparency and user-control: There is a need for more transparency and
user control. Contracts vary greatly between different providers and often do not allow
the user to control where his data is stored. In addition, many companies run services
on a third company's cloud infrastructure. This may be unclear to the end-user who
doesn't deal directly with the cloud provider yet relies upon the provider to secure the
data and provide the actual computing service. Security in general is a concern;
however, the perception of security by users is tightly linked to questions of
transparency.

•

Enabling portability while allowing customization: Designing interoperability/portability
while allowing customization is a potential concern. Portability will allow users to move
from one cloud provider to another; provide a more open marketplace and avoid
platform lock in. The user can benefit from the infrastructure without knowing the
underlying technology in detail.

•

Disclosing meta-data use: Cloud providers can potentially gain a large amount of metadata about the activities, locations, and contents of user interactions with their services.
What data is collected and how it is handled could be better disclosed.

There are various strategies to bridge the gap and provide potential solutions:
•

Enabling further development of sources of expertise around this 'young technology'.

•

Building frameworks for knowledge exchange and closer connections between users,
developers, and regulators.

•

Facilitating increased interaction between Internet service providers and cloud
providers. ISPs provide an essential underlying connection to the cloud, yet do not
share in any revenue generation and are faced with an ever-expanding amount of data
traffic.

3.4

Societal Priorities for the FI Ecosystem

The following tables identify eight cross-cutting societal priorities for the FI ecosystem
which emerged from the discussions facilitated by SESERV between socio-economic
experts and FI technology developers.
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1.1 Call for increased transparency (data use and systems)
Risk and
Security

To reduce security risks through increased transparency requires that
cloud service providers publish statistics, e.g., on monthly attacks.
Transparency metrics are needed for users to determine
'trustworthiness' of providers.

Privacy

Increased access to transparent data on who has access to, e.g.,
online social network information can help users shape their
behaviour.
Transparency is often not desirable in the context of privacy questions.
When propagating data, it might for example be better if peer-to-peer
or information-centric networks are unaware of what information is
transferred.

Identity

Systems should afford users increased transparency by offering
advanced information filtering options.

Internet of
Things

End-users should be clearly informed by providers about advantages
and disadvantages of given Internet of Things technologies.

Online
Communities

Transparent filtering options for users should be implemented for ease
of self-management of interwoven and synchronised online networks.
A transparent filtering option will assist users in managing smaller
communities that align with cognitive limits of social ties (c.f. Dunbar's
number37).

Cloud
Computing

Cloud providers have access to meta-data of usage (locations,
activities, content, interactions). How this data is used and stored could
be disclosed better.

1.2 Call for more user-centricity and control
Risk Security

Users have little scope for assessing and analysing security risks
related to domestic ICT uses.

Privacy

Privacy principles are persuasive and propagate through the
environment, influencing people's behaviour. More user-centric and
user-influenced approaches are needed.
User self-organisation and structure are important elements of social
networks that must be acknowledged in design.

Identity

Users need better tools to help them manage/control how identities
are shared and stored

Internet of
Things

Users should be able to opt out of Internet of Things services.
Different levels of 'sign-off' options should be available.
User-centricity can be achieved if users are invited to have a role in
design development.
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Online
Communities

Currently providers dictate terms of use; users lack influence and
control.
Creative uses by users should be fed into ongoing system/ application
development.

Cloud
Computing

Users should be able to control where their data is stored.

1.3 Continuing need for further multi-disciplinary and cross-sectorial bridging
Risk and
Security

Need for facilitating dialogue between technical and legal analysts to
develop a better understanding of risks, and to assess new/future
risks.

Privacy

Important to acknowledge different communities' expertise.
Counter-movements such as ^mydex38, DIASPORA*39, and Internet
of Subjects40, should be seen as important sources of information.
A gulf exists between practitioners and IT supply (e.g., practice driven
innovation vs. principled approach).

Identity

Need for multi-disciplinary research on identity that can be translated
into the design of socio-technical systems.

Internet of
Things

Privacy research and IoT engineering are disconnected. Actors of the
two domains should be brought together in the early stages of
design.
Policy makers should set up frameworks bridging the gap between
IoT users and designers.

Online
Communities

Examine frequency of multi-disciplinary conference, and possibly
fund larger numbers of multi-disciplinary research centres.

Cloud
Computing

Important to avoid silozation of cloud computing development and
research.
Initiating frameworks for knowledge-exchange between users,
developers, regulators and researchers can help avoid silozation.
ISP and cloud providers should develop stronger relationships.
Revenues might be shared.

38

http://mydex.org/our-service/what-personal-data-stores-do/
https://joindiaspora.com/
40
http://www.iosf.org/
39
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1.4 Striking balances between outer-poles in debates and design
Risk and
Security

Not discussed

Privacy

eHealth privacy practices and discussions (e.g., patient records)
could benefit from seeking a middle solution that allows proportionate
access, rather than relying on either laissez-faire approaches or
access over-formalisation (extreme regulation).

Identity

Important to allow for understandings and discussions of identity that
acknowledge it as existing on a continuum ranging from stable to
dynamic.

Internet of
Things

Privacy concerns must be balanced against the potential value of
Internet of Things technologies.
There is a danger of moral panic in discussions on Internet of Things.
Ethical considerations should stand central to discussions on Internet
of Things potential.

Online
Communities

There is a need to balance bottom-up and top-down technology
development. New forms of communities or structures might emerge
to drive design and development.

Cloud
Computing

Not discussed

1.5 Facilitating further digital literacy development
Risk and
Security

Learning best practice and offering guidelines could help users
assess and evaluate security and risk management related to their
domestic ICT usage.

Privacy

Not discussed

Identity

Better digital literacy skills could equip users with more sophisticated
tools for managing and understanding identity in online and hybrid
contexts.
There is a need to raise awareness of issues related to identity
management.

Internet of
Things

Involvement in early stages of design will help encourage and
develop IoT experience and familiarity
User concerns about IoT invasiveness would decrease with more
experience

Online
Communities

Providing further digital literacy education can help solve problems
related to privacy concerns and management.

Cloud
Computing

Not discussed
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1.6 Addressing lack of common vocabularies and definitions
Risk and
Security

Not discussed

Privacy

Not discussed

Identity

Confusion about definitions. In the context of digital spheres,
questions of identity are closely related to questions of privacy, data
and rights.
In broader societal contexts, identity is considered stable.

Internet of
Things

Current definitions are too academic with too little focus on design
and application.
There is a need to develop vocabularies enabling discussions on
multi-device Internet of Things interaction.

Online
Communities

Indirectly addressed: need for vocabulary to address issues relating
to health of networks/communities (e.g., development, growth,
maintenance).

Cloud
Computing

Current definitions are diverging: some refer exclusively to
infrastructure, while others include social uses.
It is suggested that Cloud Computing is understood in the context of
providing a service on top of which users can create customized
solutions.

1.7 Need for clarifying digital rights (including digital choice)
Risk and
Security

Not discussed

Privacy

Need for clarifying the right to full anonymity (e.g., in eHealth), while
allowing for descriptors that can help identify emerging health issues.

Identity

Not discussed

Internet of
Things

It is vital to provide offline access to IoT services to ensure that
people are not penalized because of digital choices.

Online
Communities

There is a need to address to what extent the right to have
content/information permanently deleted should form part of a set of
digital rights (what, e.g., about crimes against humanity?).
Personal preferences should not be compromised when providers
change their terms of use.

Cloud
Computing

Not discussed
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1.8 Inviting global regulatory frameworks
Risk and
Security

Need for streamlining legal frameworks across countries, or some
providers might not offer their service there. In Italy, for instance,
YouTube and Google are forced by law to take liability for their users.
Providers who are not using measures that match local legislation
might be discouraged.
Need for determining approach to regulatory frameworks for
distribution of security responsibilities for, e.g., cloud computing
services: market-driven, self-regulating, or regulated?

Privacy

Not discussed

Identity

Not discussed

Internet of
Things

Not discussed

Online
Communities

Need for consistent regulatory framework which guarantees
anonymity (conditionally / dependent on domain, e.g., politically
sensitive topics).

Cloud
Computing

There is a need for international cooperation and consistency in laws
across jurisdictions (e.g., data breach and notification).
It is important to ensure bottom-up feedback from users in this
process

4 The FI Ecosystem and the Digital Agenda
For the European Union, ICT is seen as a beneficial factor in the future growth and
development of Europe. The Europe 202041 initiative outlines the main challenges and
opportunities facing Europe over the coming decade. In conjunction with this strategy, the
Digital Agenda42 has been developed to identify the immediate risks or challenges and to
outline appropriate actions, including many aspects of the Future Internet. Since Internetbased activities, according to van Dijk43, have a large impact on societal trends, the Future
Internet deserves special emphasis. In this section we provide an overview of the digital
agenda, the relationship with concerns from the FI Ecosystem and perspectives from
project representatives in Challenge 1.

41

The European Strategy for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth http://ec.europa.eu/europe2020/index_en.htm
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2010:0245:REV1:EN:HTML
43
The European Commission (2010) Study on the Social Impact of ICT (D7.1)
http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/eeurope/i2010/docs/eda/social_impact_of_ict.pdf and The European
Commission (2010) Study on the Social Impact of ICT (D7.2)
http://www.empirica.com/aktuelles/documents/International%20Comparison.pdf
42
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4.1

What is the Digital Agenda?

The overall aim of the Digital Agenda is to “deliver sustainable and social benefits from a
digital signal market based on fast and ultra fast internet and interoperable applications”.
The Digital Agenda is in response to the Europe 2020 Strategy launched in early 2010 to
prepare Europe for a “smarter” future, as it exits the economic crisis of the late noughties.

Figure 4: The "Virtuous Cycle” underpinning Europe's Digital Future 6
At the centre of the Digital Agenda is the assumption that growth and innovation moving
the ICT sector and thereby the European Union forward are part of a cycle of consumption
driving technological improvement. This virtuous cycle runs something like this: if there are
attractive services and content available online – and the content is assumed to be
available uniformly across all member states – then this will motivate increased demand.
More users will want to access the content and services, and will be looking for more and
improved content and services. Increased demand in turn provides the necessary financial
basis for improvements in the supporting infrastructure with increased bandwidth and
speeds. This investment in turn enables ever more sophisticated service and content to be
generated and supported, which, of course, then sets the whole cycle off once more.
Against a background of this profitable cycle, the Digital Agenda recognises that there are
nevertheless a number of significant factors to be addressed. It identifies some seven
major challenges or obstacles. These obstacles to European growth and development
focus principally on infrastructure and the commercial structures surrounding its
exploitation. Ultimately, the virtuous cycle can only continue to operate if the obstacles are
addressed effectively. The Digital Agenda therefore responds to each obstacle with an
individual focus area within which to group specific topics and actions. To a large extent,
the obstacles represent risks to European advancement in the digital age. These risks are
counterbalanced through the opportunities suggested by the Digital Agenda focus area.
The discussion in the previous section highlights that the relationship between the Future
Internet and society is of interest to many different stakeholders with the increasing role of
users identified as appropriate and useful from improving technology design to alleviating
fears around privacy and security risks. There is no avoiding the fact that the social
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aspects are therefore highly significant and should not be down-played within the context
of the Digital Agenda. Nicola Dewandre44, recently made two important observations:
•

all FI stakeholders should engage: it is important to understand who the key
stakeholders are in any piece of work or project and what their interests might be to
avoid conflict; and

•

digital social sciences are vital to be able to understand and sustain the appropriate
user-centric growth and development of the Internet.

These are significant observations. Dewandre is highlighting the need to balance the
concerns of users with the interests of network and infrastructures stakeholders. She is
putting the emphasis back onto users and is specifically underlining the importance of
looking to how users interact and adopt the technology – a subject for “digital social
sciences”.

4.2

How FI Ecosystem Priorities Address the “Obstacles”

The Digital Agenda defines seven obstacles to European advancement: fragmented digital
markets, lack of interoperability, rising cybercrime and low trust, lack of investment in
networks, insufficient R&D, lack of skills and fragmented answers to societal questions.
The focus on infrastructure and cross-border eCommerce fails to acknowledge the
importance of users and society. The base assumption of the virtuous cycle is that given
the right environment and the right content and services, end-users will participate not
least to consume. If that’s the case, though, then there needs to be some considerable
effort invested in at least understanding what and how people use services (or consume
and generate content) along with any inhibitors to engagement with online activity.

Figure 5: Obstacles of concern to societal aspects of the FI Ecosystem45

44

N Dewandre (2011) The Societal Interface of the Digital Agenda for Europe Keynote address at the Oxford/SESERV
Workshop http://www.seserv.org/panel/conferences-webcasts#dewandre
45
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:52010DC0245R(01):EN:NOT
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Figure 5 identifies key obstacles within the virtuous cycle and highlights the ones most
related to barriers for users and society:
•

Fragmented answers to societal questions - Why would people use services?

•

Lack of skills - Can people use services?

•

Rising cybercrime and low trust - Will people use the services?

•

Fragmented digital markets – How can people using cross-border services be
protected?

In the following sections we discuss these obstacles in relation to the FI ecosystem
priorities identified in Section 3.4.
4.2.1 Obstacle 3 Trust and Security ~ Rising cybercrime and low trust
Will people use
the services?

1.1. Call for increased transparency (data use and systems).
1.2. Call for more user-centricity and control.
1.3. Continuing need for further multi-disciplinary and crosssectorial bridging.
1.4. Striking balances between outer-poles in debates and design.
1.5. Facilitating further digital literacy development.
1.6. Addressing lack of common vocabularies and definitions.
1.7. Need for clarifying digital rights (including digital choice).
1.8. Inviting global regulatory frameworks.

Participation in any shape or form, from consumption to engagement and social
networking, will only succeed if issues around privacy and trust can be addressed. End
users want assurance that what they do online is safe and secure. Protecting user
credentials around a financial transaction is important but not the be all and end all.
Content regulation especially in relation to minors is an obvious step, but also needs to
include regulating access to certain content types, for example, keeping private and
professional lives separate. An interesting observation from TAS346 concerns user
notification of data access. Users were perfectly happy to share their content with others
but they became more uncomfortable if they were shown who was accessing and viewing
content, and how often. Similarly, the assumption that because large numbers of people
are using social network sites, they will be happy to use it for other purposes such as
commerce or eGovernment participation, may not be true47.
Trust is an intrinsic property of all social interaction in real and online communities. It is no
surprise that all FI ecosystem priorities contribute in some way to increasing the

46

TAS3 project: see
http://cordis.europa.eu/fetch?CALLER=FP7_PROJ_EN&ACTION=D&DOC=1&CAT=PROJ&QUERY=012d98b09089:f0
ae:307fa6e1&RCN=85331
47
Legislative Tensions in Participation and Privacy http://www.scribd.com/doc/55260687/Legislative-Tensions-InParticipation-And-Privacy
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trustworthiness of the FI through principles of transparency, user control, multi-disciplinary
dialogue, common vocabularies, and digital rights.
4.2.2 Obstacle 6 Enhancing digital literacy, skills and inclusion ~ Lack of skills
Can people use
the services?

1.5 Facilitating further digital literacy development
1.6 Addressing lack of common vocabularies and definitions

Europe may rightly be concerned by a lack of skill to support all aspects of ICT, not least
because so much in the public and private sector depends on it. 7% of the EU population
has no computer skills whatsoever and more than 60% of people who are not educated
beyond lower secondary level have no basic e-skills48. However, if users are unable or
unwilling to make use of content or access services because of a lack of skill, then the
desired virtuous cycle will grind to a halt, or at best become driven by a specialist, niche
group of users. Usability and user acceptance will be key a critical success factor.
The Future Internet poses significant challenges for digital literacy due to the complex and
dynamic nature of services and concepts. Look at any network diagram and you get a feel
for the problem49. The problem is that decisions are being made in a world that is too
complex for citizens to understand. People are overloaded with information, consequences
are unknowable and also happen too quickly for them to react, even if they know what to
do. Even concepts such as online identity go beyond a simple login. Users can choose
what and how many personae they use for themselves when online, but they may also be
forced into maintaining what appear to be multiple identities because of provider naming
rules that prevent their normal identity from being allowed on another service. There is no
strict limit to the number of identities or any specific cross-checking between them. A
requirement to provide and support training around identity offers the possibility of helping
end-users understand any exposures to them through online identity and thereby grow
trust from the start. This may be a significant opportunity to explore: building trust through
education. Projects which capitalise on practical experiences of users (such as those
based around SNS’s) or which make access in physical terms (exploiting pervasive
consumer devices for instance) or make retrieval and access (search as well as
aggregation) easier will do much in support of the digital inclusion objectives of the
European Union.
4.2.3 Obstacle 7 ICT-enabled benefits for EU society ~ Fragmented answers to
societal challenges
Why would
people use the
services?

1.4 Striking balances between outer-poles in debates and design
1.7 Need for clarifying digital rights (including digital choice)
1.8 Inviting global regulatory frameworks

48
49

http://insight.eun.org/ww/en/pub/insight/policy/network/eskills_week_launch.htm
http://www.ratemynetworkdiagram.com
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The Digital Agenda highlights some of the challenges facing Europe and the rest of the
world in the coming decades: climate change and an ageing population as well as the
more prosaic goal to provide public services more efficiently online (e.g., the FI-PPP).
However, this is a rather narrow view of how users have shown themselves to make use of
the Internet. The success of SNS’s can now be seen not only in terms of the numbers of
subscribers, but also in that sites like YouTube, Ning and Foursquare are now being used
for commercial purposes. There is more to how users exploit the Internet than suggested
in the Digital Agenda. Projects need to understand how and for what purposes users
engage online. Time and again, there is evidence that technology is adopted and then
used in ways that were not originally anticipated: mobile phones are a prime example,
where telephone calls may not be the main or primary purpose of the device.
The major problem for policy makers is that the Internet is a complex system and
emergence is a key property. As with digital literacy, policy decisions are done in a world
that is too complex for policy makers to understand. The consequence is that people have
responsibility but cannot do their jobs properly. Established as well as ad-hoc communities
are a significant force in present-day society, from the Arab Spring to tweets about superinjunctions. Failing to understand how they are used and what they mean to participants
could have serious implications not confined to ICT policy. Online communities of all kinds
are valuable sources of information about user concerns as well as usage. Strategists
would benefit from some level of engagement with communities for direct or indirect
feedback.
4.2.4 Obstacle 1 Digital Single Market ~ Fragmented digital markets
How can
people using
cross-border
services be
protected?

1.8. Inviting global regulatory frameworks.

Although difficulty in accessing and exploiting cross-border opportunities for content and
services is largely seen as an economic issue, there are societal concerns. Data
ownership, data protection and dispute resolution mechanisms across different
jurisdictions that need to be considered in cross-border business transactions,
especiallyB2C, all have societal impact. With the increasing use of services by consumers
in other jurisdictions mechanisms that can help protect consumers when there is a dispute
are important.
The set of available dispute resolution means is a key parameter in any type of contract.
Dispute resolution provisions typically embrace questions of jurisdiction and applicable
law. In cross-border business transactions (B2B or B2C), jurisdiction and applicable law
are of special importance as jurisdiction refers to which state’s courts have authority to
hear and decide a dispute, while applicable law refers to which state’s law is to be used in
order to come to a decision.
Due to the principle of state sovereignty, each state may define its own Private
International Law (PIL) governing the state-specific set of connecting factors based on
which their own or foreign jurisdiction is established, application of their own or foreign law
is substantiated, and recognition of foreign decisions is granted or denied. This territorial
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approach to dispute resolution makes PIL a highly complex field of law, in particular in an
increasingly international and digital economy.
This is why several efforts in harmonizing PIL have appeared. For member states of the
European Union (EU), for instance, the two main harmonized PIL instruments are the
Brussels I regulation50 (for questions of jurisdiction) and the Rome I regulation51 (for
questions of applicable law). Despite ongoing harmonization endeavours in different
regions and in different bodies, previous research reveals that fundamental challenges in
handling dispute resolution remain essentially unaddressed in market places which are a
priori border-less— the Internet being a prominent example.
To investigate dispute resolution, a number of steps were investigated. On the one hand, a
system to produce a list of recommended jurisdictions for the contract of an electronic
service in the Internet — e.g., a content service — in an automated manner was designed
and implemented as a prototype. To this end, a method to formally model PILs in a
machine-executable way, and to implement the respective jurisdiction-oriented reasoning
was determined. In order to show the feasibility of this approach, as well as its limitations,
the Brussels I regulation was modelled and implemented52. The approach has proven fully
functional per se but even with regionally harmonized PILs like the Brussels I regulation in
place, scalability on a global scale remains challenging due to the considerable modelling
and implementation effort for each PIL to be covered. In addition, questions of conflicting
recommendations and mutual recognition among modelled PILs have not been
addressed. In essence, this approach shows that the territoriality principle, while it would
clearly suffer from severe issues of PIL, may be supported to some extent in the Internet
with PILs of as many states to be modelled and implemented as exist to date.
On the other hand, a comprehensive comparative analysis of the PIL situation in the USA,
the EU, and in China resulted in the identification of service provider market activities that
may constitute jurisdiction in those regions investigated53. To that end, the set of regionspecific connecting factors was compiled and assessed based on a common frame
developed for comparison. Connecting factors were mapped to service provider market
activities in the Internet (e.g., targeted on-line advertisements) and the real world (e.g.,
presence by means of distrainable property). The assessment of techno-legal implications
that was conducted as a result revealed that both service providers and service customers
are confronted with a high level of jurisdictional risk and uncertainty in dispute resolution
when doing international electronic business in the Internet. In essence, this research
effort shows that the current approach to cross-border dispute resolution as reflected by
the PIL of today fails for international electronic business in the Internet.

50

Council of the European Union. Council Regulation (EC) No 44/2001 of 22 December 2000 on Jurisdiction and the
Recognition and Enforcement of Judgments in Civil and Commercial Matters. Official Journal of the European
Communities, L12:1–23, Jan. 2001.
51
European Parliament and the Council of the European Union. Regulation (EC) No 593/2008 of the European Parliament
and of the Council of 17 June 2008 on the Law Applicable to Contractual Obligations (Rome I). Official Journal of the
European Union, L177:6–16, July 2008.
52
M Waldburger, M Charalambides, T Schaaf and B Stiller. Automated Determination of Jurisdiction and Applicable Law
for International Service Contracts: Modeling Method, Information Model, and Implementation. In 18th Biennial and
Silver Anniversary International Telecommunications Society Conference (ITS 2010), pages 1–31, Tokyo, Japan, June
2010.
53
M Waldburger, A Macri, and B Stiller. Service Provider Market Activities Constituting Jurisdiction for International
Service Contracts— A Structuring Approach and Techno-legal Implications. In 21st European Regional ITS Conference
(ITS 2010), pages 1–22, Copenhagen, Denmark, Sept. 2010
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Therefore, a transition towards a single, internationally harmonized PIL for electronic
business in the Internet is perceived as the dominant long-term strategy in order to foster
certainty and trust in international electronic business substantially. Such transition needs
appropriate identification of the interests of stakeholders which may take time as it involves
a large number have differing agendas, interests, and objectives.

4.3

Technologists’ Perspectives on the Digital Agenda

Raising the awareness of the Digital Agenda within the Future Internet community is
essential. It is clear from community discussions that knowledge of the aims and relevance
of the focus actions is variable across many of the projects and participants. A number of
community participants were interviewed informally to get some feel for how projects
themselves view their contribution to the overall European focus on innovation and the role
of ICT in society54. The objectives of the consultation were:
•

to identify gaps between the regulatory frameworks defined on a regional level by the
European Commission and the practical implementation of these guidelines by different
research communities that work in the Future of the Internet;

•

to give voice to the stakeholders: It was considered relevant to provide visibility of
different socio-economic research that is studying or implementing innovative practices
to develop the Future of the Internet. This was considered relevant for the internal FIA
community but also for other sectors of society;

•

to facilitate the comparability of perspectives: In order to provide a ‘panoptic view’ of
different perspectives and experiences all the interviewees answered the same
questions (see below). There are, of course, no right or wrong answers but the diversity
of viewpoints was considered important to be disseminated; and

•

to identify the relevance of the Digital Agenda: Given the background of these
participants and the proximity of their work to several themes included in the EU Digital
Agenda it was considered important to see how familiar they might be with this EU
instrument and also to understand the value that it provides to their current activities.

Although the number of interviews was limited and cannot be construed as representative
of the whole community of technology providers, some common observations can be
made and themes extracted.
How do you think projects benefits a broader European drive to increase
innovation?
For some of the projects, their work addresses needs which have not really been
understood before such as connection reliability in remote areas with little infrastructure,
or in response to societal challenges as a result of on-going social trends, such as the
fragmentation of family units through economic or other migration. Further, that some
technology needs research and to be developed not for commercialisation, but rather to
seed follow-on innovation.

54

The interviews are available online at: http://www.seserv.org/panel/videos-interviews
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What are the main social and economic problems, constraints or barriers?
Problems of connection and access as well as social fragmentation (see above) are
perceived as relevant issues to be studied and addressed. But more than this, many of the
projects recognised that they were enabling social interaction and other benefits by
creating appropriate frameworks and infrastructures. Leading on from this, and providing
indirect support to the Social Impact studies, the view was expressed that there is in actual
fact no distinction between technology and the society that uses it. Interestingly, there was
a lone voice that suggested that provided the technologists are suitably skilled and
experienced, there is little contribution to be made by social scientists. Ultimately, though,
it seems that there needs now to be less research and development effort within the area
of technology per se and more focus on the application and use of technology in a social
context.
Who are the stakeholders? Why are they important?
There is often little thought behind who the stakeholders in projects really are. Often, it is
either just the partners (the project consortium) and/or the investors and regulators who
are seen as the primary stakeholders. However, limiting the stakeholders in this way is
very risky: unless the end-users or communities are included, then they have no
representation and all too often the societal relevance of the technology generated is lost
or simply misunderstood. The latter approach – where stakeholders include the ultimate
beneficiaries of the project – does lead to relevant and appropriate debate around other,
related issues that can only be of benefit to the project itself but more importantly to the
wider community47.
What is known of the EU Digital Agenda? How is the Digital Agenda relevant?
It was noticeable that there was little widespread understanding of the content or intention
of the Digital Agenda among the projects. Europe may set its agenda and indeed provide
the appropriate motivation for technology research and advances, but there is either little
understanding among the projects of what it means and why it is relevant or, perhaps
more importantly, there is a perception that government and the EU should not seek to
micro-manage projects, their goals or how they proceed: if innovation is to deliver, then a
significant amount of freedom and autonomy is required. Notwithstanding such views,
there was a general consensus that the Digital Agenda is important in taking Europe
forward in technology as well as socially, though there was some concern that it may be
too high level and lacking global relevance beyond the EU. The projects did feel, however,
and this was echoed in the discussion following Nicole Dewandre’s keynote speech44 , that
technologists and social scientists do have much to contribute to the Digital Agenda as an
instrument for outlining future strategy.
What mechanism or strategies are needed to foster research (either from the public
sector or from other entities)?
The Digital Agenda does highlight the problem of a lack of skill, both for end-users as well
as ICT professionals. A number of projects echoed this concern. Although there is
significant skill in some technical areas, the areas of design and application seem to be
particularly problematic. Taking this a step further, participants were keen to see the
encouragement and support of cross-disciplinary approaches. It would be particularly
beneficial to invest in the development of appropriate tools to support both design and
more general usage and implementation investigation.
The common themes identified where:
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•

Understanding stakeholders: many of the projects interviewed focused solely on direct
controlling parties, those providing the funding, regulators and the consortium partners
themselves. This means that some relevant considerations are missed, not least in
considering the specific impact of the technology on those who will use or be affected
by it. This needs to be considered on a project by project basis. In respect of the
overall view presented earlier (Section 3.2), it is important that the projects identify
which stakeholders they impact with the technology they are producing, directly and
indirectly. This point was stressed in Dewandre’s keynote address44: all stakeholders
should engage. If nothing else, the problems of those stakeholders may lead to
creative and innovative pragmatic solutions. The question for the projects, then, is who
are the stakeholders and how are they affected by the technology produced?

•

Understanding the relevance and importance of the Digital Agenda as well as the
Social Impact studies43. The Digital Agenda, if familiar at all, tends to be seen as
remote and irrelevant to specific topics within the projects themselves. Given the
associations between the Digital Agenda setting out the areas of ICT R&D and the
Social Impact studies examining the effects of that technology, then relating the work
back to the Digital Agenda can help to uncover the societal risks and opportunities (the
constraints as well as benefits) that the technology produced may have. For the
projects, then, we need to relate the projects’ aims and deliverables back to the Digital
Agenda and the Social Impact studies.

•

Skill (both ICT and end-user): the Digital Agenda highlights a significant risk here and
proposes to “enhance […] digital literacy, skill and inclusion”. The point is, according to
the Digital Agenda, that on the one hand we need increasingly more technical and
sophisticated ICT skills to be able to support the systems we have, as well as to
counter any malicious attack, not least because of the sensitivity and critical nature of
the services and systems supported by ICT; and on the other hand, a lack of digital
training is regarded as an inhibitor to the generic goal of comprehensive inclusion.
However, there may be a third and more significant aspect to skill level. Studies by
Dutton and his colleagues concerning cybertrust suggest apart from anything else that
increasing familiarity through higher Internet use increases levels of trust as users
become more comfortable with what they can and should not do55. Skill may, therefore,
go beyond simple connection; with suitable training and experience, users will certainly
be able to appreciate the implications of their online activities and may even become
better equipped to assume responsibility for controlling their own online presence. The
issue for the projects, therefore, is whether training can help empower users to take
greater responsibility for themselves.

•

Cross-disciplinary collaboration: As Internet actors change (cf. Figure 3), moving away
from infrastructure-centric (the “traditional actors”) to a user and services focused view
(the “emerging actors”), then it is no longer clear that the ecosystem of the Internet is
now principally based on engineering excellence. For the virtuous cycle of the Digital
Agenda, it is not sufficient to attract investment in the networks; a key element is the
development of content and services which need to attract consumers. If those
consumers are not “digitally literate” to the extent of ICT professionals, then attraction
will be based on other factors and not just engineering elegance. Once end users

55

Dutton, W.H. and Shepherd, A. (2003) “Trust in the Internet: The Social Dynamics of Experience Technology”, The
Oxford Internet Institute, available from: http://www.oii.ox.ac.uk/resources/publications/RR3.pdf
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become involved though, attracted by suitable and user-centric design, then they will
dictate how they wish to engage and how they expect to interact with a given service or
content. Understanding their expectations and how they use the technology is more an
issue of the Social Impact studies rather than infrastructure, beyond simple questions
of connection speed, bandwidth and access. Subscribers to SNS’s have expectations
on how they wish to interact with friends and family online, which may not sit well with
the commercialisation of the environment or with economically driven approaches to
privacy. The question for the projects then would be whether and how they might
benefit from insights from other disciplines.

4.4

The Challenge for Policy Makers

In general the societal concerns identified can be simplified to a model of consumers,
providers and regulators. Online Communities may be identified as consumers; Cloud
Computing and the Internet of Things as infrastructures can be seen as “Providers”; and
the remaining concerns – Online Identity, Security and Privacy – relate to the rights
(human rights and digital rights) and regulatory controls which seek to protect and guide
deployment.

Figure 6: The Challenge for the Regulators
Policy makers have a number of choices in relation to the societal concerns identified
within the FI ecosystem. They can, for instance, be prescriptive and impose legislation on
consumers and providers. The intention, as presumably with all legislation, would be to
provide clear and unambiguous guidelines of what providers can and cannot do when they
offer services or infrastructures either to ensure safety or address market failures. It is then
up to them to comply. There are practical problems to be overcome here, of course, not
least in connection with cross-border jurisdiction and a lack of experience amongst users.
But more significantly, the imposition of legislation may stifle significant advances in other
areas.
An alternative to legislation would be to look to the consumers themselves. Users can be
assumed to have their own expectations with respect to privacy and data protection.
Initially, users seem to have believed that they were in complete control of who could view
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what when they posted information on line. This was not the case: the much-publicised
facebook changes for privacy settings have come from user dissatisfaction rather than an
attempt at regulatory control.
Consequently, regulators seeking to control and protect need to constantly consider real
usage. In adapting to the concerns and activities of the real consumers of a service, as
consumers, prosumers or contributors, there is some benefit to be gained from examining
the practical status quo. Involving the online communities is important not least because
they are real stakeholders within the Future Internet ecosystem. In addition, they provide
valuable insights into how technology can be and is being used in practice, as well as what
the users expect. At the same time, reviewing real usage provides some understanding of
those areas where end-users could profit from support and education, not least to allow
them to assume appropriate levels of responsibility for their own actions.

5 Conclusions
This report has presented the opinions and views of social scientists and technologists
working on the Future Internet in respect to societal priorities. The concerns and
challenges discussed and possible future strategies and priorities where selected by the
community themselves. The results represent a snapshot of the challenges facing
technologists undertaking Future Internet research.
There is no doubt that the FI ecosystem is an increasingly rich, diverse and complex
environment to study. The FI stakeholder analysis shows how the Future Internet will touch
almost all aspects of society way beyond what was envisaged by the Internet Society in
2009. Challenge 1 projects are aware of key societal concerns within aspects of FI
ecosystem, how potential technological solutions can address them and also what
challenges lie ahead. As a consequence, eight societal priorities have been identified:
•

1.1. Call for increased transparency (data use and systems)

•

1.2. Call for more user-centricity and control

•

1.3. Continuing need for further multi-disciplinary and cross-sectorial bridging

•

1.4. Striking balances between outer-poles in debates and design

•

1.5. Facilitating further digital literacy development

•

1.6. Addressing lack of common vocabularies and definitions

•

1.7. Need for clarifying digital rights (including digital choice)

•

1.8. Inviting global regulatory frameworks

In contrast, the Digital Agenda is not deeply understood by technologists. There is a gap
between a set of high level policies and incentives that are particularly focused on
infrastructure and complex regulatory processes and the society that is using or will use
the technologies being developed. It seems that these regulations ignore some of the
citizenship concerns and there is a clear disconnection in this instrument. From
discussions with Challenge 1 projects it was quite clear that not even the ‘stakeholders’ of
the Future Internet are fully aware or interested in the Digital Agenda.
The EU Commission needs to find a way to design and update a Digital Agenda that
responds to the necessities of a broad spectrum of people and communities (not only the
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big organizations, companies or government). For instance, the rural and remote regions,
the non-organized communities and even SMEs seem to be underrepresented in this 2020
policy action. In other words, design different ‘soft’ mechanisms that help the Digital
Agenda to adapt to the social, political, educational, labour, and environmental needs of
the community, not only for 2011, but iteratively for this decade. If the Digital Agenda is not
embedded in the principles of openness, adaptability, participation and transparency it is
hard to believe that it will succeed (e.g., Lisbon Agenda).
Overall the 1st year social coordination activities have offered an opportunity for Future
Internet community participants to share views on how technology can address societal
concerns. It is clear that the complexity of the issues discussed requires face-to-face
interaction to ensure effective communication of conceptualisations and ideas. Structured
workshops with participation from key community stakeholders offer far better results than
relying on an analysis of EC project documentation or survey results. The second year will
continue engagement through dedicated workshops and focus groups building on the
results of the first year and future thoughts discussed in the following section.

6 Future Thoughts
SESERV was motivated in 2009 by the following arguments:
“After 10 years of economic growth the world economy is in a crisis. Fundamental questions
are being asked about the society, the economy, and how ICT (Information and
Communication Technology) can help to support a sustainable Europe in the context of an
increasingly connected world. Technical innovation in the Internet today has been motivated
by the belief that macro-economic growth will drive wealth creation, growth will continue and
this will attract investment whilst helping all aspects of our society. In response, ICT research
has developed technologies to reduce costs and increase economic activity by creating
faster networks, improving automation and system intelligence. Although efficient economic
activity is important it is still not clear that the advances in technology are sufficient to reduce
56
environmental impact and help society escape its problems . According to ecological
economics, continued macro-economic growth is not sustainable due to ecological
constraints and, as in micro-economics, there is a “tipping point” where the cost of increased
57
economic activity is not worth the expense . Today, aggregate growth is now in many cases
costing us and lowering, rather than improving, welfare. In fact, at some point, the world
economy will need to operate with growth levels close to zero, but that makes it very difficult
to sustain western-style free-markets, where investment is motivated by confidence/trust in
future growth. This leads to basic questions about how to incentivize economic activity in the
58
emerging digital economy?”

Since 2009, societal, economic and environmental events show that society continues to
grapple with these tricky issues. Today’s population uses 50% more resources than the
planet can generate and consumption has doubled since 1975. “There is no credible
sustainable solution which is also a desirable option” said Jack Jacometti (Shell Int) at the

56
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National Council for Science and the Environment, Washington, D.C., 2008.
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recent Paradiso conference on Internet and Societies59. More dramatically, according to
Marc Luyckx Ghisi (former member of the "Foresight Studies Unit" of the European
Commission's Presidency), “We are witnessing a change in civilisation, the public do not
believe in current socio-economic structures and with lower trust the industrial/capitalist
systems are over”60. Economic progress is not delivering an increased quality of life and
new value structures that consider qualitative measures may be needed to provide
incentives for societal behaviour change.
The EC PASHMINA project61 has questioned the dominance of the economic route
through four scenarios across the dimensions of speed and levels of collaboration: Growth
without limits, growth within limits, turbulent decline and stagnation and new welfare.
Growth without limits is the current vision and cannot continue they argue. PASHMINA
proposes a new welfare model building on qualitative human development, human rights
and also natural right (well-being and sustainability indicators). Such a model would aim to
increase peer-to-peer relations as opposed to hierarchical structures, increasing
awareness and cognitive autonomy, support collective intelligence and responsibility of
sustainability, promote freedom of action and empowerment, and enable security with
others. These objectives are directly aligned with priorities for the FI ecosystem but go far
beyond them. Research will increasingly need to focus promoting the value of network and
social capital rather than the continuous drive for economic efficiency and consumption
(e.g., virtualisation).
None of the visions address the clear tension between the altruistic characteristic required
for common good and selfish natures of private interest. It seems unrealistic to believe that
society will suddenly move from individualism to a digital utopia of shared community
values enabled by a Future Internet. Many businesses, individuals and states will no doubt
remain self-interested. What is apparent is that we are transitioning from a world of
abundant resources to a world of constraints. The consequence will be the need for
increased personal responsibility and empowerment in aspects of lifestyle such as energy,
public services and health. The Future Internet and in more general ICT have great
potential to help. “Today we see location-based monitoring […] used to protect fisheries,
financial systems distribute farm subsidies, satellite images help control diamond mining
and mobile technology supporting participative sensing for carbon footprints monitoring”
says Stefan Lechner, Director Institute for the Protection and Security of the Citizen, JRC
Ispra62. But many recent innovations have focused on maximising utilisation and
increasing consumption. Technology and business models designed to offer unlimited63
access to commodity resources such as elastic clouds will become more constrained in
future.
The Future Internet can help society manage complex and collective problems. However,
without a change in societal belief structures any single solution is subject to the
displacement effect. Consumers may spend their energy savings on new products and
services, home workers may heat their entire homes less efficiently than shared offices.
Systems must be designed to consider the total impact and this is where methodologies
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such as Tussle analysis, which considers possible spill overs, may have value. Of course
predicting outcomes, desirable or otherwise, is increasingly difficult within such complex
systems. This was highlighted as a major challenge in the earlier discussion on Risk
Management (Section 3.3.1) and Obstacle 7 (4.2.3). Policy decisions are made in a world
that is too complex for policy makers to understand and too dynamic for timely responses.
In many circumstances consequences of actions will not be fully understood and there’s a
tendency to be reactive. Taking action in such an uncertain environment will require
greater reliance on experimentation in contrast to design, new ways of measuring success
that consider greater chances of failure and helping all FI ecosystem stakeholders to
determine their appetite for risk.
Many experts are calling for research and development that takes a holistic approach and
systemic thinking. This has prompted the creation of the European Internet Science
Network of Excellence (EINS)64. The objective is to work towards establishing a scientific
basis for Internet research that can help in studying the Internet, developing
methodologies for FI systems research and enabling effective discourse between different
disciplines. EINS takes a multidisciplinary approach that builds on the principles of network
science combined with other disciplines from a wider social and legal context such as
economics, sociology, psychology and complexity.
Understanding the nature of, and influencing and managing Internet networks is key for
societies. Metcalf’s law states that the network value scales two times the number of
persons connected65. Recent examples from China in response to a crisis event show the
value of micro blogs used by both citizens and governments66, although censorship of
some posts caused anger. Networks do have huge value and making them larger is the
goal for all service and infrastructure providers. However, as with all technology, networks
can be perceived to have both positive and negative societal consequences. Critiano
Codagnone, Senior Scientist, JRC / IPTS, noted that “Networks can change the norms of
acceptability, for example, greater obesity and alcohol consumption in some western
societies is actually a network problem”67. This leads to the ongoing debate about
embedding specific values in the Internet architecture68.
In this context, the goals of SESERV remain highly relevant. Maintaining focus on
assisting technologists in their understanding of the potential impact of FI technology along
with barriers and strategies for adoption through dialogue with social scientists is
increasingly important. The challenges facing society are larger than ever and the Future
Internet will surely be an integral part of possible solutions. However, to realise the
benefits all stakeholders will need to continue in discourse between those that study and
those that build the Future Internet. Having identified key issues and challenges in taking
Europe forward towards an appropriately informed and shaped Europe 2020, SESERV will
continue and grow engagement seeded in the 1st year. Capitalising on the benefits and
success of the SESERV Oxford Workshop, in the 2nd year, SESERV will take the debate to
the technologists and social scientists in their own environment: we have identified the
issues, and can now facilitate more focused discussion through focus groups meeting at
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other FIA events exploring concerns raised already, but against a background of the need
to consider carefully new social paradigms for future prosperity outlined by PASHMINA
and Paradiso.
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7 Abbreviations
B2B
B2C
BRIC
CNO
DDoS
DTN
EC
EU
FI
FIA
FI-PPP
FP
GP
ICT
IoT
ISP
PDA
PIL
PPP
R&D
SME
SNS

Business to Business
Business to Consumer
Brazil, Russia, India and China
Collaborative Network Organisation
(Distributed) Denial of Service
Delay- and Disruption Tolerant Networking
European Commission
European Union
Future Internet
Future Internet Assembly
Future Internet Public Private Partnership
Framework Programme
General Practitioner
Information and Communication Technology
Internet of Things
Internet Service Provider
Personal Digital Assistant
Private International Law
Public-Private Partnership
Research and Development
Small to Medium Enterprise
Social Network Site
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9 Appendix I: Societal Project Reviews
In all, seven projects were selected for their societal concerns covering FP7 project
challenges 1, 7 and 8.

Project

9.1.1 LAWA
Test facility
Objective 1.6

The LAWA (Longitudinal Analytics of Web Archive)
project is specifically concerned with understanding all
characteristics relating to FI content (its size, form,
structure, distribution, dynamics and provenance). The
project offers test facilities for those working in these
areas.

Website: http://www.lawa-project.eu
FI Importance: The project is essential to foster a greater
understanding of long term data storage. In addition, it
offers an opportunity to test some of the trust and
identity issues associated with long term data retention.
Stakeholders:

External relevance:

Digital Agenda
DA Columns: 5, 6 and 7
Opportunity: supports
analysis and
management of content,

Societal Trend(s)
Feeds directly into the
Information and lifelong
learning theme across
domains, and has some
relevance for the Culture
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and so important for the
preservation of heritage
at least.
Risk: content crawling
could be regarded as
intrusive.

and Daily Life trends. The
main societal benefits
associated with a LAWAtype test facility is
enhancing search
capabilities to find and
interact with information
and content.

Community relevance: From the Oxford Workshop It was clear from the
breakout discussions on IoT and Online Communities
that end-users need training to understand the
implications of posting content online, but at the same
time would wish to see more control, not least for
themselves, of how and where information as used as
well as when it is made available beyond the immediate
context within which it was first made available. The
discussion around digital erasure (the “right to be
forgotten”) is perhaps especially pertinent.

9.1.2 SENSEI
Development
framework
Objective 1.1

Provides an open, business-driven architecture for the
development of services and applications using
heterogeneous wireless sensor and actuator networks,
including a high level of context-awareness for realworld interactions. Also includes appropriate security
and privacy measures for users.

Website: http://www.ict-sensei.org
FI Importance: IoT is one direction that the FI may develop, not least
because of the prevalence of powerful personal data
and communication devices. Addressing associated
functional and non-functional aspects now is essential
for the FI.
Stakeholders:
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External relevance:

Digital Agenda

Societal Trend(s)

DA Columns: 1,2,3,4 and
7

This affects all themes in
the Social Impact studies,
especially Rationalization
and Networking and social
capital. SENSEI adds to
the ways in which users
can access and interact
with online service and
content.

Opportunity: creation of a
pervasive and nonintrusive infrastructure for
the development of new
services and content.
Risk: may not extend to
all areas or populations:
digital inclusion may not
be served.

Community relevance: From the Oxford Workshop and specifically in relation
to the discussions on IoT, there is a clear desire for
end-user participation in the design and development
of technologies within this arena to help alleviate the
inherent caution and mistrust associated with pervasive
devices.

9.1.3

SmartSantander

Test facility

Provides a test facility for smartcity applications and
services, to encourage the development of appropriate
participative sharing and IoT-type applications.

Objective 1.6
Website: http://www.smartsantander.eu
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FI Importance: Testing IoT-type services and applications in a real but
controlled environment will help identify what needs to
be taken into account for FI smart environments.
Stakeholders:

External relevance:

Digital Agenda

Societal Trend(s)

Services and applications
developed in a
Opportunity: support for
SmartSantander type
participative activities
setting support all themes
within a real urban
of the Social Impact
environment for all
studies, and all of the
aspects of digital
domains they propose.
inclusion.
These services are all
Risk: may lead to issues
about inclusion and
of trust and concerns over enablement for whatever
privacy; related issues of
societal purpose the user
traceability and
comes up with. Potentially,
trackability.
the benefits are enormous.
DA Columns: 4,5 and 7

Community relevance: From the Oxford Workshop, it is clear that there is
some nervousness around IoT-based services among
end-users. Facilities like SmartSantander provide an
opportunity to involve users at all stages in the
development and testing of technology which may
support the need for education and training, but also to
show the potential of these technologies in benefiting
the community and society at large.
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9.1.4 SOCIALNETS
Opportunistic
community building
Objective 8.2

Exploiting SNS to deliver as well as acquire content,
with appropriate support to ensure security and trust.
The project looks both at online SNS, as well as
opportunistic wireless networks. In addition to the
primary aims around SNS and content provision, the
project has provided useful research material in
understanding cyber interaction between individuals
within groups.

Website: http://www.social-nets.eu
FI Importance: Online communities represent an engaged and
relatively skilled audience who can inform future design
and policy decision around the FI.
Stakeholders:

External relevance:

Digital Agenda
DA Columns: 3 and 7
Opportunity: Studying
information about usage
and behavioural patterns
within an SNS-type
context offers essential
information to all in ICT
on how to engage with
consumers and ensure
the technology developed
is appropriate.
Risk: Opportunistic
networking may represent
confirmation of the

Societal Trend(s)
SNS have a significant
influence on contemporary
life: it is not just about
interpersonal relationships,
instead it has become a
“democratizing influence”
to support all kinds of
engagement. Studying
SNS usage and
behaviours can only
benefit understanding of
how technology can be
and is used; exploiting it
for commercial gain may
satisfy some of the Social
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reluctance to engage with
IoT type services. SNS
participants may feel
uncomfortable that
investigation or
commercial service
delivery is intrusive.

Impact domains (eg.
Consumption), but may
well be seen as intrusive in
others. Time will tell how
the user community reacts
to the commercialisation of
SNS.

Community relevance: From the Oxford Workshop, and as previously stated,
end-users tend to be suspicious of IoT-based services.
However, the focus on SNS and participative, dynamic
network creation offers opportunities to explore
different uses of SNS and online engagement. This
may be a way to engage with end-users during the
development of services.

9.1.5 SocIoS
Service delivery via
SNS

Providing a framework to develop services around SNS
for commercial exploitation of views and trends
expressed by SNS participants.

Objective 1.2
Website: http://www.sociosproject.eu
FI Importance: Looking at how SNS can be exploited in areas other
than originally intended will help shape thinking around
what is offered in the FI for participation and online
social interaction. It may also indicate that users will not
tolerate commercial intrusion into social sites.
Stakeholders:
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External relevance:

Digital Agenda
DA Columns: 5 and 7
Opportunity: This has the
potential to add to the
understanding of how the
community reacts to what
the market is offering.
This may provide a
different mechanism to
conduct opinion polls and
product trials for a variety
of different services.
Risk: Any commercial
incursion into SNS may
be treated with mistrust
and a reluctance to
engage.

Societal Trend(s)
The exploitation of what
goes on in SNS for
commercial gain or
purpose may result in
some resistance from the
online communities who
use the SNS. The problem
is to describe the work in
terms of Empowerment &
Participation: consumers
having their views heard
and acted on. This is an
opportunity for end-users
and content researchers to
co-operate if the end-users
can see value for them
rather than secretive datamining.

Community relevance: From the Oxford workshop, online communities (SNS)
can be seen as an important source of information
about the way end-users interact. If issues such as
trust and online identity, which were also seen to be
significant challenges in the workshop sessions, then
this may well be a suitable way to engage directly with
consumers within an environment they know and
understand whilst addressing concerns about
participation.
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9.1.6 TA2
Interaction Framework
Objective 1.5

Provides technologies in support of social interaction
between close-knit groups such as families. The main
objective is for sharing and enjoying experiences
together even though individual members may be far
apart.

Website: http://www.ta2-project.eu
FI Importance: The technologies involved have implications for the
infrastructure and how it performs. This is clearly of
relevance in considering capacity and performance
associated with the FI.
Stakeholders:

External relevance:

Digital Agenda
DA Columns: 5 and 7
Opportunity: Exploring
aspects of sharing and cocreation in a nonthreatening context (ie.
between members of the
same family) encourages a
positive and proactive
attitude against isolation
and increasing
individualisation. It might
lead to other informal
collaborations among
wider communities than a
single family.

Societal Trend(s)
The TA2 project is all
about Community and
Family. To some degree,
it represents the first step
in developing fairly
sophisticated technology
for online dialogue and
engagement directed
towards a specific goal:
this is the next and more
dynamic and complete
level for SNS-type
participation. The
technology provides
some means for more
realistic social
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Risk: encouraging online
communication and play
between families may
increase and exacerbate
social isolation and
individualism.

engagement, and so it
would be easy to predict
that it would succeed
beyond a single family or
group of friends for other
uses, which society will
determine: it may become
a trend amplifier very
quickly filling the gap left
by the promise of videoconferencing. At the
same time, though,
without suitable education
and support, equally it
may increase the growing
social inequalities noted
in the Social Impact
studies 43

Community relevance: One of the topics for the Oxford Workshop was Online
Communities, with a finding that it was now time to let
the communities themselves take control and direct
what they wanted and how they wanted to achieve it.
TA2 offers a first step towards building sophisticated
technologies around a real world community (i.e. a
geographically dispersed family). In time, these same
technologies for turn-taking and advanced face and
“body” recognition offer significant potential for future
online communities to develop more realistic and more
intimate online relationships. From the breakout
session, though, it is indeed clear that the community
needs to be trusted to develop in directions they want
and not as dictated by the technology. Interestingly,
though and in connection with the Online Identity
session, with almost complete visual exchange in TA2
(i.e. video as well as audio) identity cannot be protected
or hidden in the same way69.

69

It is a moot point whether participants would want to hide or obscure their identities when other family members are
involved. However, there may well be cases such as a local community debate where individuals may wish to keep
faces and even voices hidden.
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9.1.7 WeGOV
Investigative tooling

Developing tools to support Government agents who
wish to seed SNS with items for discussion (such as
policy issues). SNS participants may then respond and
discuss, their input being aggregated for onward
referral to policy-makers, as well as feedback provided
from the policy-makers to those who took part.

Website: http://www.wegov-project.eu
FI Importance: Since participation and eDemocracy are clear topics for
Digital Europe, exploring how SNS can be used as one
possible mechanism for participation will help
understand the structures that need to be in place for
the FI.
Stakeholders:

External relevance:

Digital Agenda
DA Columns: 3, 6 and 7
Opportunity: The
importance of SNS over
recent years is well
known. Seeding
discussion in that
environment could be of
great benefit in engaging
citizens with policies
before they become set in
law, but also develop a
sense of trust in
democracy as views are
shared and feedback
given.
Risk: Taking politics into

Societal Trend(s)
WeGov is essentially about
Participation and policy
making. There is an
opportunity for citizens to
become involved with
policy making but also to
be kept in the loop of
discussion and feedback.
In addition, though, using
SNS as a basis to seed
and gather opinion is a real
demonstration of society
taking technology (SNS)
and using it to support and
amplify what was already
happening but to a lesser
extent (MP’s surgeries).
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SNS may be regarded as
intrusive. In addition,
opinions expressed may
not be representative, but
rather be sourced from
those who simply want to
pronounce (using WeGov
as a soap box). Issues of
trust and privacy may
cause additional concerns
and impose limitations47.
Community relevance: From the Oxford Workshop, the issues aired in the
breakout sessions – identity, security, privacy, online
communities – are of direct relevance to the WeGov
project; additionally, the concerns raised in respect of
cloud computing (mainly with regard to data protection)
have already had to be dealt withError! Bookmark not defined..
As such, the project would appear to have started at
exactly the right time to begin to tackle with practical
issues and blockers for the Digital Agenda and drives
for more government and political participation online.
The outcome of the project could well have significant
implications for his area in the Future Internet.
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